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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volunie 98 No. 13 to Our 98th Yet-J.,:
,-
14urray,.Ky_Monday Afternoon. January 17, 1977
..WAVOPM*,' - 'MAIKVIO ;02AMMIDAMNANIMPINNIIN, .4ikk .
Extremely-Cold Temperatures Have Not Yet Reached Record
15' Per Copy One Section — 10•Pages
Temperatures locally have been.
below freezing for half of the first 16
days of this month according to records
of National Weather Service local
observer Jot in E. Scott.
Even though temperatures have been
extremely cold for most of the month,
the record low for January has not yei
been reached. That record was set in
1930 when the. temperature dipped to
minus 20 degrees during January. The:
following .year, 1931, registered the
second coldest temperature to date for
a January with a minus 15 reading.
The coldest reading so far this month
was minus 9 , degrees which was
recorded on the early morning hours of
Tuesday, Jan. 11. The highest tem-
perature recorded this month was on
Jan. 8 when the Lhermotneter spiked to
•39 degrees.
The highest temperature ever
,recorded in Murray during January
Records Fall, Power Fails As
Kentucky Shivers Under Winterl.
By The Associated Press
-Records fell and power failed today
as Kentucky shivered under its worst
winter in years.
Natural gas shortages added to the
numbing problem, caused by a frigid
blast of- arctici'alr-hanglng- carer the
state.
The Kentucky Divisio• of Disaster
and Emergency Services, activated by
Gov. Julian Carroll, helped about 30
families find temporary shelter
overnight.
Columbia Gas of Kentucky asked
customers in a seven-state area to set
thermostats at 65 degrees in an attempt
to conserve fuel.
The mercury skidded to an all-time
low of -24 degrees at Covington, five
degrees under the previous mark, while
Henderson was hit with a reading of
minus 21.
The thermometer registered 13 below
at London and also at Louisville, where
it was the coldest temperature in 14
years. A 60 year record for this date fell
when the reading reached minus 12at
Lexington.
hundred customers 4ost electricity ih
the Georgetown, Paris, Versailles
areas because of line faults -blamed on
the weather.
Kit tii-
was on Jan. 16, 1952, almost exactly 25
years ago, -when the mercury rose to 76
degrees.
This month has set a new record for
January in total snowfall,. however.
Snowfall for January thus far has
totaled 13.6 inches according to Scott's
records, with snow falling on five dif-
ferent days.
The records for this month show that
1.5 inches of snew fell- on Jan. 2-3, 2.8
inches on Jan. 6, 5 inches, on Jan. 9,3.1
inches on Jan. 10 and 0.2 inch on Jan. 16.
The most snow recorded previously
in a -January :on -records 'dating back to-
1888.Avas_the 9.8 .inches that fell in-Urthe-zerirtcrttaboveleret-todar, January of 
195 
1. predicted: that temperatures would°aunty during the night, particularly in tumble below zemagam-tonight. — -The-most snow ever recorded--irr ---re-matn in the 0 to 15 degree levellodaythe Aumniit and Shopes Creek areas. As the mercury plunged, the Murray in a single Month was in 1960 and would drop below zero again
. 
Initially, 3,000 to 4,000 -customers were possibility of' the Ohio River freezing when 19.2 inches of the white stuff fell tonight.without service but the number later over rose.
trouble
ckopped to about. we_ 'This weather certainly increases .
Electric poweikalso failed in portions the -odds-Qt iver eezing over,"
of Oldham County, with outages being said Martin Pedigo, a spokesman for
reported in the Lake Cen- ,the Army Corps of Engineers. Pedigo
terfield and CrestwOod sections. added that a reduced volume of traffic
There were failures in ,,portions of slowly negotiated the river Sunday,.
Campbell Kenton and Pendleton Pedigo added, "If you get a solid,
pressure dropped to -one and one-half
poundsper square inch. - -
The Hazard Gas Co. also experienced
a pressure drop, prompting the com-
pany to ask customers to set their
thermostats at 68 degrees.
Many schools across the state also
were casualties of the weather and
failed to reopefl.
during the month of March.
Last night's low, which many
forecasters 'had predicted ,woulti reach
minus 15 degrees, was officially
eeksarded as minus 6 according to Scott.
Sub-tero temperatures have been
recorded on two other dates this month,
Scott reported: minus. 9 on Jan. 11 and
minus 1 on Jan. 16.
Scott said that the total precipitation
for the month to date totals 1.93 inches,
including all the snow and one rainfall.
Scott's weather measurement in-
cludes the span from 6 p.m. one day
-nntittp:ms the next.- ' ' •
The -NattinnaL Werithpr Sprvie• ha'
alloway Football
s Discussed Sunday
A small but enthusiastic crowd University will contribute about 150
braved frigid temperatures and slick pairs of silk game pants for the Laker§
roads Sunday afternoon to discuss the to Use in their program along with somefuture Of Calloway County football. • other things.
the meeting was held in Jeffrey Also, the University of Tennessee atGymnasium at Calloway County High Martin has given Calloway somefooting, Carroll asked Kentuckians to , school football equipment.
stay in- their homes 'during the- - °n- haafo_. -A-mestien!answerseraies  -Tha .tire.t..4- cost for establishingwas Murray State football coach Billunusually frigid weather unless the football program is $25,000. Thustravelling was absolutely necessary. far, about $8,000 of that total has been':.A lot of people get out on the road in The county board reCently recorn- meet through contributions.
mended a football program for the
county school system. All three county' 
"The cost is not important when you
this weather and they get stranded
schools would have seventh and eighth 
consider what it can do for the kids,"
Furgerson said.
when they have no business being out
there," said John Nichols, the gover-
grade football while the high schoolnor's press secretary. "But let me point out one thing. One. - thaitomarnor4tiaeadDE,S.aa..sound..........isiighols- said-that  hame......N0114.1iiaa4amateeAell.iee.timiemeasenen..simetefff-syeir"eteeiall. fect Kentucky Utilities Co. said several the-clock operations Sunday and it went increased their patrols on Kentucky's before beginning the varsity level in the headgear. Spend some money and getfall of 1979. good.headgear." •into action almost immediately as
Furgerson went on to add thathomes began losing electricity.
The- National -Weather - playing high -school football today is- -- - Service
much safer than playing "sandlotpredicted temperatures would remain
football on a Saturday afternoon."
prinaary highways, "thus improving
the chances of stranded motorists being,
spotted and assisted."
(See Weather, Page 10)
. •
Weather Finally Makes Rodent Bait
Distribution To
Impact On Energy Supply Begin. Here Today
-Bribe AisoriatedPress




Sunday night and today caused
numerous power blackouts around the
state, leaving thousands of homes
without electricity, 'and also threatened
natural gas supplies in Some localities.
With temperatures near 20 below zero
in some areas, power outages were
-reported Sunday night in the Bluegrass
'region near Lexington, Oldham County
near Louisville, northern Kentucky
near Cincinnati, Boyd County and in
Frankfort.
Asked how many calls he had
received from people who bad _lost
electric service, a state- police
spokesman at Frankfort said, 'low
high can you count?"
Except for the power loss near
Lexington, outages were caused by
unusually heavy demand for elec-
tricity.
Pressure in Pikeville's natural gas
lines fell from 24 to six pound S during
the night, prompting officials  to
—broadcast pl-&s on local radio stations
for residents to reduce thermostat
levels to between 60 and 65 degrees. -
spokesman for the state Division of
Emergency and Disaster, Services,
which was placed on round-the-clock
operations by Gov. Julian Carroll, said
pressure jumped back to nine pounds
shortly after the pleas were made.
He added that though the situation
appeared to be under control, a
Pikeville school was prepared as an
emergency Shelter.
Leslie Combs, city ',manager of
Hazard, asked all of that eastern
Kentucky city's residents to turn their
thermostats down to 65 because of a
pressure drop in the city's gas lines.
An official with the Columbia Gas Co.
of Kentucky, George Goodykoontz;
asked the company's customers to
reduce thermostats to 65 degrees "due
to the extreme j,vnperatures and the
(See Shortages, Page 101
Gilmore Is Executed-By-
Distribution of rodent batt 'Starts
today at the various centers in Murray
and  Calloway County.according 
officials of the Calloway County Health
Department 'which is sponsoring the
rodent control program in cooperation
with the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture.
Two thousand Pounds of rodent bait
has been mixed and is free to anyone in
the city or county who needs to use it to
control rodents around homes and
farms.
Distribution centers-are the Health
Department and Electric and Water.
Office in Murray, Crawford's Shell at
Lynn Grove, Dees Bank at Hazel, New
Concord Grocery at New Concord,
Usrey's Grocery at Kirksey, Bucy's
Market at Almo, and Blackford's
Grocery on Highway 94 East.
porturuties to those kids who aren't
skilled in 'shooting the ball through-a
hoop," he added. - - •
Furgerson said one of the biggest
problems in the nation today is that
everyone is a spectator.
"We need to become a nation of
participants -and not a nation of spec-
tators," he said.
Furgerson said football was the "last
great fortitude of the disciplined life."
"A - kid might- .come home from
practice and talk about how rough it -
was, about how much they had to run
and about how long they had to prac-
tice.
"But they love it. They really love the
discipline."
Furgerson said Murray State
- "The first thing you have to know is
what it's going to do for your people,"
Furgerson told the Laker football
boosters.
Furgerson said that Most of the
county fans were avid basketball fans.
He-went on to-add-that football usually'
compliments the other athletic
programs in a school.
"If a" young man participates in
. viefootball. _he will.be beUer in basketball, Gerald Uohoon, Route Eight, has filed 410-hasehell.or track," Furget  --ha- candidacy papers for the office of"Football offers so many op- sheriff  in_the—ftd-ay—Demeer-a-tir-
Primary, according to the ()Mee of
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris:
Cohoon has served for the past
several years as deputy in the sheriff's
office, and resigned earlier this month
in preparation for the sheriff's race.
Membership Announced For
State Advisory Commission •
U43h Firing Squad Today
POINT OF THE MOUNTAIN, Utah
(AP) - Gary Mark Gilmore, the killer
who demanded death and twice at-
tempted suicidrirrprison, was executed
by a Utah firing squad today minutes
after :a federal appeals court- lifted *-
stay granted during the night.
The 36-year-old Gilmore was the first
person to- be executed in the United
States In nearly 10 years. His lengthy
fight to be exeNted drew worldwide
attention.
Gilmore, sentenced for the shooting
death of i Provo, Utah, motel clerk,
was dressed in white and wearing an
bifeit.oat as -he was Laken from Utah
State prison in _a van .to the execution
site..
A spokesman for the prison dictated a
short message to . newsmen niornenta
after the appeals court ruled at 7:35
a.m. MST. He said: The order of the
4th District Court has been carried
out."
"Gary Mark Gilmore is dead," t
spokesman said.






Opinion Page ,  4
$Ports 
Crossword. .,. • 8
Comics 8
Classifieds 8,9
Deaths & Funerals 10
two attorneys, said Gilmore was seated
in a chair when he met death, deniedbis
request to- stand and face his
executioners. The execution took place
at 8:06 a.m. MST.
•Yeeri-DAiniee-, Gilmore's uncle, said:
"I would like to say at this time, Gary,
my nephew, died like he wanted to die,
in dignity. He got his wish to die. He
died in dignity. That's all I have to'
say."
Gilmore's other lawyer, Ronald
.i.anger, said through tears that he
spent the night with Gilmore. -"He was
even trying to teach us some western
.songs," Stanger said of Gilmore. "He
made • the statement. that he . had
received a gift. That gift 3vas he knew
when he was going to die and he was
indeed fortukate. In the wee hours of
the morning, he expressed thanks aed
some sorrow. He was a good man. He
expressed love for children."
Lawrence Schiller said the first in-
dication that Gilmore was to be
executed after the various legal
maneuverings was when 4th District
Court Judge J. Robert Bullock changed
his order from sunrise to anytime
during the slay. When Schiller- got to the
execution site, Gilmore was already
strapped into the chair with nylon
straps. Nearby were about 20 other
people. Gilmore talked briefly with
Warden Samuel Smith but Schiller
could not hear what was said.
A prison employe passed out cotton to
witnesses to block their ears from the
report of the rifles. .
Gilmore did not move in the chair. He
(See Gilmore, Pace 10) '
Senators Walter Dee Huddleston and designed to assure that only those in-
en uc y ar ivi ua s wo e iii e ig est
Association recently announced the professional and personal
membership of a non-partisan advisory qualifications and attributes be ap-
commission that will make recom- pointed Ili 'serve on the federal
r13e,nscita4tWile. illt-ledaraL41142."P"a 
meeting will bettinat-seven.p.m,t 1( 






selection commission of Kentucky
consists of six persons, selected by thr
'senators. ..and three individual,
designated by the bar association',
board of governors.
Named to the commission by th(
senators were: George ' Joplin, of
Somerset, who is _president and
managing editor of the Commonwealth
Journal and the recently-installed
president of the National Newspaper
Association; Elbert C. Harries, of Ft
Mitchell, a Covington_ attorney; Dr
John T. Smith, of Lexington, the vice
preSiderit for mmorily affairs at the
University of Kentucky; Dr. Mary K
Tachau, of Imuisville, efiairperson of
the department of history at the
'University of Louisville; Rev. W. W.
Slider, of Louisville, pastor of Christ
United Methodist Church; and Mrs.
Donna Terry, of Princeton, an attorney.
Representing the bar association on
-the rommission are Henry D. Stratton,
of Pikeville, the organization's_
president; Francis T. Goohen, a
Paducah agorney; and Marshall P.
Eldridge, a Louisville attorney.
The commission was cteated to
screen all applications and also aC-
tively seek out qualified prospects to
serve on the federal 1%nche.- "When a
vacancy does occur, the commission
will consider all applications and then
recOminend from three to five persons
for appointment.
Te Snators will, in turn, submit all
tlf&se recommended by the commission
to the President for his consideration"
The senators said the commission is
The Murray Planning Commission
will meet in regular session tomorrow
night at City Hall.
Included on the agenda will be letters
of request to the hospital board and
Murray State University to attend
future meetings; North 15th Street
closing; traffic impact study for. the
university area; final plat review of the
Clarence Horton Subdivision No. 3;
repo on aul a ng or 1976, and
presentation of the building map; a
public hearing request on West Olive;
and an update on the 12th Street study.
econd Runner-Up
Kathie Broach, freshman
recreational major at Murray State
University and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Broach of Murray Route One,
was selected as sec-ond runnerup in the
22nd annual 4jss Keptucky County--
Fair contest held Saturday at the-Galt
House, Louisville, in conjunction with
KathieBroieh
the annual Kentucky Fair and .Horse
Show Convention.
Named as winner of the contest was
Daphne Futrell, Miss West Kentucky
Fair, who was crowned by the 1976 Miss
Kentucky county -Fair, Gale Broach,
senior social work major at Murray'
State University and daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F -Y-13-r-oarli of Murray Route
-One.. First runnerup was Hambie Lynn
TroutnAp  Miss Cumberland County.
Gale was also named! as Miss
Congenality.' in the state contest last
year.
Miss Kathie Broach who won the
second runnerup honor entered a's Miss
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen.
Third runnerup was Kim Birdsong,
Miss Trigg County, and fourth run-
nerup was Sheila ,Bruce, Miss
Lawrenceburg County.
Fifty-four girls were entered in the
,.contest and they were judged on both
swim suit 'and -formal dress com-
petition.. The personal interview •
inking- was at the banquet held on
Friday evening.
Ameng thoSe from Murray „present
for the final -events on Sateday were
Mr. and Mrs. Bay... Broach, Terry
Broach, Juana Stockdale, Bob _Wilder,
Bobby Cornelison, Mr..and Mrs. George




NO MELTING IODA), - - Thi. on.
scene is representative rot itor. hit ar
cold weather that has desk ended
the local area. There's no whet in I hl.
immediate -future, eith'er a, rscailler
men are predicting more ,14,1d
weaiher and the (ham..
f',Fmto 1 1" ,1,44.-
• -
Mostly Sunny •
Mostly 'sunny .knd r.:er• (sold
high from 5 to 10 above zero t
partly .cloudy with slight chafe... .o
few snow _showers tonielit, t ,
zero to 5 below. Mostly sunhr at:
Tuesday, high 10 to 15. Wedlit-i,o,
sunny and very cold
counties, and the southern and western freeze-, traffic. just stops and everything
sections of Frankfort. comes to a halt.
The Louisville Gas & Electric Co. The arctic-like weather also glazed
said it had some isolated outages but highways, froze automobile engines
most were quickly corrected. c and caused dozens of schools to close
Many Pikeville business firms cloded again today.








By Abigail Van Buren
19266, co,! a. Y Naos 5gryyd
DEAR ABBY: Thank you for voting for the right of the
biological parents to remain anonymous if they wish. I.
suppose some biological parents would dearly love to be
reunited with the child they gave up. but for me it would
be traumatic. ,
I was 14 when I gave up the child I had conceived by my
stepfather. That part of my life was a nightmare, and the
day I signed away my legal rights to the baby I really did
.noi want, I knew that I had done the right Ahing.
When the child is 18. I will be 32, and by that time I hope
I will be married and have a child by a man I love.
.Abby, I'm writing this because I want adopted children
to realize_ that in. most cases,. they are better off for having
-beeiigiVen up for adoption. And they should be grateful to
their biological mothers, who had the good sense to give
them to parents who wanted them.




Woman's Cl-e\seh ill meet at
7:30 p. rcla,,c., Mona Purloin,
R. N., as speaker.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. at 'First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets.
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Betty
Gentry at seven p. m.
Humane Society will meet
at Calloway County Public
Library at seven p. m. , with
Charlie Snyder to discuss
"Care of New Pets."
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the Court House
at seven p. m.
FLORIVAN
DEAR FLORIDAN: I applaud your mature and sensible
philosophy. Read'. on for another- erteellent- letter . from-
another reader who shares your view:
DEAR ABBY: There is a group here in Colorado that
calls itself "Adoptees in Search." They are trying to force
legislation that would allow lidoptees access_ to. their birth
records -compTete vTirli the names of their biological
parents.
' As a woman who gave her child up for adoption, may I
express my view? If adoptees want to change the law from
this time forward. fine. But when I left my child at a home
for unwed mothers, they assured me that my records
would forever be confidential and no one-and certainly
not my child-would ever know who her biological parents
were
Other unwed mothers may feel differently, but I have no
desire to intrude myself into the life of the child I gave up
years ago-,  'and I feel it Would be -be-se Willat 61d did not
come into my life.
I was promised that my records would remain forever
closed. And if they are ever released to anyone. I will sue
the home for violating our agreement!
CLOSED BOOK
DEAR ABBY: I am 21, have never been married, but
have a beautiful 9-month-old_ h_a_ba ....tIglier....ks...never__ 
ii  . hilt an-ff pro5at rdoti&n l -care .'
The problem ik-I st I live at home and we usually go for
Avalks around my 
neigi 
borhood. Usually I run into people I
knew in high school. When we talk, the person almost
always asks. "Who is the balpy,'s father?" This always
- embarresees me, and -I don't ‘now -what ttrsay.-- - - -
What should I tell these rude people? Also, what should
I tell my son when he asks, "Where is my father?"
I love my son so much that sometimes I wonder if it was
fair to keep him. But he's a happy child, and I know he's
glad I did. -
UNWED MOM
DEAR UNWED: Answer to the curious friends: "He's
someone-you don't know and lives elsewhere." As fbr your
son: "Your Dad and I separated long ago, and I don't know
-where he is."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
I..cague of Wonzen
1 'eters To .1feet
Tonight (Monday) at eight
p. m. the League of Women
Voters will hold their meeting
at - the United Campus
Ministry building.
Dr. John Taylor of Murray
State University will be the
speaker on the subject,
"Parent Education."
All persons are invited to
attend the meeting which was
originally scheduled last
week, a spokesman said.
ATTENDS MEET
Diana Sliger, Murray High
School DECA Student, at-
tended the regular meeting of
the Murray City Board of
Education held on Thursday,
January 13, at the office of
.Supt. Fred Schultz.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Leonard Stephens of












Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at the lc-Age
hall, Main Street, at 7:30 p. m.
-Mandaij;Jastaapi-,11- -
League of Women Voters
will meet at United Campus




Citizens will meet at 630





Murray Unit of the
Salvation Army is scheduled
to hold its committee meeting




University Women will meet
at the home of Eleanor
Kodman at seven p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Mason  Ha,ll.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p. m. at the
Health Center.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club_yrill Meet at
:30. p. m. club house
with_ spe•,/. program. on
"What till the doctor
comes  for the heart attack
victim."
Senior Citizens meeting will









-Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Karen Housden
at one p. m.
WMU Council of First
Baptist Church will meet in
the church parlor at 9:30 a. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9738- a. m. at the
Dexter Center. •
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m et, three p. m.
with arts is-oc&tts discussion
at 10:30 C" in., sack lunch at
noon, and hand-practice at one
p. m.
Wednesday, January 19
Methodist - Mon of First
United Methodist Church will
have a dinner meeting at 6:30
p.m. in the social hall.
Bowling for senior citizens
at Corvette Lanes will be at
1:30 p.
Wednesday, January 19
Hazel Senior Citifens will
meet -at Hazel Community
Center at one p. in.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet with Ruby
Burchett: at 10:30 a. ,m.
-.lye. ii‘r,optcial @catalpa, Etb.
Wood. Sculptures • Pictures - Je•velry - Soaps Jodd - Pewter - Wicker
Plon tars- Baskets Figurines Corvings - 'Turquoise
Silver - Ching; • tloss - Pottery Copper Brass Candles • Tin - C.CtAls
Up To 50% off





121 Bypass Murray, Ky.
A
co a.m.-5 p.m. - 733-3111
INAUGURAL DESIGN FOR ROSALYNN CARTER-During inaugural week, one of the
this that Rosalynn Carter will wear is this coat and matching dress designed by Jerry
gliverman. At lett. an almond green ultrasuede coat, to be worn with or without the
self-tie belt the matching shirtdress of French sheer wool, right, has an empire waist







Baby Boy Tyson Lt mother
tlickatar, Rt: 1, Sedilla.- -
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Debbie J. Bell and
Baby Girl, 1709 Miller,
Murray, William C. Redick,
921 No. lath., Murray, Mrs.
Lelia A. Wesson, Rt. 4,
Murray., Ewen C. Gore, Apt.
27 Illorningside Village, Paris,
Tn., Louie R. Seating, Rt. 4,
Murray, Miss Julie C. Bar-
-flea, 1004 Waldrop
Murray, Miss Kim L. Lund,*
419 So. 8th., Murray, Misi
Maxine McCants, 1714 Well?
Ext., Murray, Miss Phyllisado-
Tibbs, 1509 Johnson, MurraY,
-Ricky D. Stewart, 910 Cold-
water Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Nancy E. McClure, Box 66,
Hazel, Mrs. Cornelia L. Lane,
555 Elder St, Calvert City,
Mrs. Betty S. Hargrove, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. L. Sue Hester,
Rt. 1-Box 59-A2, Buchanan,
Tn., Mrs. Shirley J. Jones, Rt.
3-Box 330-C, Murray, William
Smith, Rt. 1-Box 240-B,
Farmington, Solen C. Morgan,
Fox Meadows A-15, Murray,
Mrs. Opal Phillips, Rt. 3,
Murray, Carlos Pierce, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, William F. Dilday,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Zella W.
McNutt, 526 So. 7th., Murray.
(AP Wirephoto)
More Mothers Head Homes
The fastest-growing kind of family in the United
States is the one headed by a mother, according to gov-
ernment data,
•Tarnilles. headed by mothers have increased from 2.5
million to .4.4 million, almost 78 per cent, over the last
decade. Al the same time, husband-wife families grew by




tonight (Monday) of the Theta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at the club
house has been cancelled due
to weather conditions.
, Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, depart-
ment chairman, said the
meeting for this month will not
be rescheduled.
LOW CALCIUM
A recent study shows" that
girls and women, ages 9
through 64,. get from 20 per
cent less calcium than is
recommended to as high' as 90
per cent, especially for women
after 35. This-doesn't mean all
women are that low in calcium
but it does mean some women
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- B -13-4 Cates (Maher
Cheryl), Box 101 Sedalia,
Baby Boy Cope Imother
Sandra), Rt. 4, Benton. .
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Judith F. Warren and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Virginia M. Colson and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin, Finis
L. Futrell, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Vickie J. Jones, Rt. 1-Box 251,
Mayfield, "Mrs. Carol Mc-
Dougal, 1307 Poplar, Murray,
Clifford C. Houser, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Ruby Duncan,
• Rt. 1, Dexter, Miss Anita A.
Cunningham, 1.101L2 Poplar,
Murray, William Stacy, Rt.- 1-
'36x 101-A, Dexter, L. D. Cook,
212 N. 12th., _Murray, Mrs.
DormA F. Hughes, Riviera Cts.
No. 05., Murray, Bruce B.
Elkins, Gen. Del., Dexter,
Ronald W. Rose, Rt. 3, Benton,
Lewis G. Miller, 2143 Wood-
bourn Ave., Louisville, Robert
L. Waters, Rt. 4-Box 24,
Murray, Elroy 0. Sykes,
Murray Manor J-8, Murray,
Mrs. Floe D. Elkins, Rt-1,
Kirksey; Mrs. Sanova B.
Dodd, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Sue
J. Mohundro.„ Rt.• 8-Box 300,
Murray, Mrs. Martha L. Ross,
507 Beale, Murray, Woodrow
W. Harper, Rt. 3, Murray.
Mrs. Cosy M: Phillips, 803
Hurt, .Murray, James R.













Ruth, Mr. K, Aileen,
Martha Miniatures



























Reg. $6.00 to $19.00








Famous Make, Health Tex,
Billy the Kid, Bryan I






Famous Make, Mr. K.
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111.  1),miel Otis JoneN
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Otis Jones, of 214 North Thirteenth
Street, Murray, will observe their fiftieth wedding an-
- niversary WednidAY; -
The couple was married January 19, 1927, in the
r- Vresby'tenanthrth Pasuztege, Highland Park, Mich., with
Dr. R. M. Crissman officiating. Their attendants were Bessie
P. Jones and Cletus Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are members of the Grace Baptist Chur-
-No formal celebration is planned.
Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, JANUARY is, 1477
What kind of day will VIRGO
tomorrow be' To find out what Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
the stars say, read the forecast A conservative and prudent
given for your birth Sign.
diet.
ARIES -
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Skepticism could defeat the
fully charged action this day
deserves. Believe in yourself
and in your goals — and keep
forging ahead.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to-May 21i 6Cki,
Stellar influences now .laiar
novel pursuits, imaginative
revitalizing of all interests




May 22-to June 21)
Avoid being led astray by
those who are heedless of
consequences, careless of
responsibilities. You will face
more distractions than you
think, so keel; ,up your guard.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 0310
express your ideas_ and
opinions discreetly but firmly.
Don't leave stones unturned
which may have gems beneath.








preferring to produce in your
own way. However, this day will
require more attention to
others' methods and know-how.
attitude. will keep you ,,from
going overboard through
misguided optimism — a ten-
dency now. Be especially
cautious in romantic matters.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23i —
Stars warn against
vacillating, changing plans or
projects before they have been
given a chance ..to prove their
'worth. Be steadfast, optimistic.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
Great activity indicated in






(Nov. 23 to Dec. 2U
Personal relationships should
be most congenial now. In fact,
some of your brighter and more
amusing companions could give
you some stimulating Ideas,
(Dec_ 22 to Jan. 20)
Place your confidence in hard
facts rather than feelings-
and, in discussions with others,
don't be overly imaginative.
You could read too much into
their words.
AQUARIUS •
( Jan 21 to Feb. 191
_ Though many avenues to
advancement exist, you COULD
throw eka wrench into the
machinery if your attitudes are
 It suspicious, your approaches
- ' tactless. Beware''
PISCES
- (Feb. 20 to 'Mar. 0)
Friendly Neptune influences.
. Not only should routine matters
,go well. but you may even have





Lit a Wm. yet
Mrs. KatStryn Ovfland
Mar* 7 Si )101
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly imaginative, often
uniquely original In your ideas
and methods, and extremely
practical in carrying them out.
Independent and enthusiastic
about all-that you undertake,
you waste little time, are never
sidetracked by nonessentials
and produce desired results
quickly. Your talents are many 
and' whatever field you choose
as a life work, can attain even
more than seems possible when
you enter it. Studious and
scholarly, you would make an
--ertuLatoi . Whir—your
inquiring miha and unlimited
patience with research, you
could. find great joy in almost
any branch of science. You also
make stimulating fiction
writers and statesmen with
vision and fair-mindedness. Try
to ' curb tendencies toward
moodiness. Birthdate of: Daniel
Webster, early Amer.
Statesman. orator .
1st Of The Year
Clearance
Sleepwear, Sportswear (Slies 8-18)
" Dresses Nips 6 thru 20)






Market 414 Furniture 14 Day Sale
Prices Good While They Last
New Discounts On Many New Items In Stock Not Listed






























All Items That Are Not Sold Marked Down


























Dresser Chest Bed s99
Oak-Maple-Pine
Students Desks '9900 17414.
Maple Corner Table &
Bachlors Chest '140" 18414
3 Pc. Modern. Bed-Dresser & Chest
Bedroom Suite 99900 $214'4
Brass King Size Bed & Foot Board $39900 $11414
2 Only
Swag Lamps $3900
Liberty & 4 CChainea 1b8:d l:Chair,
Dining Room Suite 510000 149414
Round Table & 4 Swivel
Hercerion Chairs
$414
Dinnette Suite '199" $19414
tB Wood Decorator Suite
Dinnette Suite OP s17414











































You Want Know Whats
In There Till You
Get Them Home
$414
We Believe We Have The Largest Stock
Of Fine Furniture In West Tenn. Outside MO-nphts.
Market 414 rurmture
414 N. Market - Paris, Tenn.
-The StoreWith The Low Overhead- lAnyone Over 5'8- Duck
(me Delivery — Lay Away — Terms Arranged




credit that was votes" in 1975 to
help 011l the economy out of re-
cession has been increased to
$35. Since a credit is subtracted
directly from taxes owed, this
Means that a family of four
could reduce its. tax bill by
$140. But now there is an- al-
ternative:
Whether or not you itemize
deductions, you may subtract
either $35 per person or 2 per
cent of the first $9,000 of tax-
able income, whichever is larg-
er. (, Taxable income is total in-
come' after the $750-per-pepoir
exemption and all deductions,
whether standard or itemized,
have been subtracted).
Most persons with taxable in-
comes of $9,000 or more would
Select the 2 per cent credit,
which would mean a CIO tax
cut. The exception visald be
'families with six or more mem-
bers.
.a-The second across-the-
board change is a hefty in-
.
special sale.
One of the biggest headaches Con-
sumer Protection had last year and still
in the process of settlement is farm
cooperatives.
Four cases are presently pending in
court, Pat Stallard, head of the fraud
division said. Farmers were taken for
about $1.5 million on sale of stoat in
these cooperatives.
Kentucky United Farmers
Association of America peddled $50,000
in stock toRentuckians. The firm is no
longer in business.
Commonwealth Farmers Association
.sold $200,000 in stock to Kentuckians.
The case is still pending in court. It was
foILd job/ icn.civthip and its assets
were sold. Stallard said the assets
brought in about $50,000, but there is
$150,000 in creditors' claims against
- his stockbuyers in, thisJiron't_ -
-realize any restitution," Stallard said.
The triple I cooperative, Interrelated
Industries, Inc., a beef plant coop, took
Kentuckians for the largest's-um, about
$1.3 million in stock sales. The case is '
now being actively litigated, Stallard
said.
His adVice to investors or Potential




In that I command thee this day
to love the LORD thy God, to walk
in his ways. Deuteronomy 30:16.)
God's only commandment for uc
is to love and serve Him When we
do this we Will walk in His way
irlie Murray
Ledger & Times
The VI urra. I •iieer & Tunes putultaheilever, afternoon except Sunda. s. Jul. 4, Christ-
mas Oas Neu, 'Year u. liav and Thanksgiving-to
Murra% Newspapers Inc . 103 N WI St Murrasitt 42071
Second Class 1,,,,tage Paid at -Murray._42071 • •
S1.11S('Fill'TION RATES In areas served bv
earners. $2 50 per 'month. payable in advance.It, mail in Callmvav County and to Renton,ftar-dm. Mas Si,dalia and Farmington, itt rand Paris. Buchanan anti Pui.ear.-flmn &IS fin perear , otfte4„desianations 530.4141 pry,
ear -
Member of Associated Press. Kentuck. Press





The Murray 'Ledger &. . ... _Time.s=
Published By
Walter L. Apperson, publisher Mt'HHAV ',;1-:NSPA14:11.S. Inc
if
B. Gene MeCutcheon, editor
•
1-.tirtional. and opinionated article, on ttii, pao- are pr.-wilted tor
" • pUtp .,u.t providind J forum for the Ire. exi hence 41 differing
-noire. I getters to tia_r_tblatt_ 39. umptip.w_14 3.3.111.uriala _Ana
enetfur•ifir41
editor. of tin, nero.paprr brinier.. that to tang
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•-,, present.-.1 b. an inrii.4u4 %liter in a coluno, to n'spod










United States. Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: THE SELF-HELP ROUTE
: The ̀iiery real problems of the Nor-
theastern states require study and
action. Unfortunately, the signs are
that they will be treated in the style of
-handout politics. -
Something called CONEG has been
created. CONEt stands for Coalition of
Northeast Governors, but it is a one-
party outfit that has failed to attract the
support of James Longley, Maine's
independent chief executive, or New
. ilampshire's-Republican Gov. Meldrim
Thompson Jr.
. One can understand why Goys.
Longley and Thompson have avoided
CONEG. The members of this coalition
have adopted the cry-baby position that
their ragion is the 
neglect."
According to Neal R. Peirce,
columnist for the Washington Post, the
Northeastern governors of the CONEG
grouci have come up wittr"proposals to
equalize energy costs between regions,
set up a multi-billion dollar energy and
' development corporation with federal
.. guarantees -for its bonds, reverse' he
rapid flow of military bases and con-
tracts to the Sunbelt, enact tax in-
ducements to get industries to expand
or relocate in the Northeast, and revise
. manpower, transportation and welfare
- policies to benefit the region."
In other words, the CONEG gover-
nors want new federal handouts and
"bailOuts for their region and
preferential treatment by Washington. -
None of this is necessary or desirable.
In New Hampshire, Gov. Thompson
has demonstrated theeffactiveness of
------Old-fershionerrconbffiy7 AS M. Stanton
Evans, chairman of the American
Conservative Union recently pointed
out, Gov. Thompson "has held the line
on spending, fought excessive gover-,
HARRIGAN
riment regulation and opposed adoption
of major statewide taxes." As a result,
Mr. Evans said, "New Hampshire is an
oasieof development in an otherwise
depressed economy." The number of
workers in New Hampshire has jumped
more than 20 per cent in six years.-The
state's population is ,up 10 per cent in
the same period.
If the other Northeastern governors
adopted Gov. Thompson's approach,
they would find solutions. to the
problems they -face. Furthermore,
solutions would emerge very rapidly if
the CONEG governors were to declare,
support for the right-to-work principle.
One of the principal reasons the
Northeastern states _are_irt
trouble is. that their industries are
retarded by powerful unions Which hike
costs beyond reasonable levels and
weaken management's control of
production. In -addition, many of the
unions in the Northeast are closely
linked to syndicate mobsters.
Improved law enforcement is one of
the .*'must" items in the Northeast. The
need is for strong action against
hoodlum elements and street criminals
that terrorize many urban areas:ft is
curious that the CONEG group of
governors fails to take advantage of
opportunities to riquest new federal
action to break up alliances between
organized labor and organized crime.
The Northeast has great advantages.
It has tremendous financial,
educational, and research resources. It
has a highly skilled population. The
answer to its problems lies in self-help,
-nor tir-triereased-tetterat• grants -ur -
federal guarantees for bonds. -
The old Yankee spirit of self-reliance
is the best and only way to build a better
future for the Northeastern states.
Statehood Rates A Long Look
, President Ford's proposal that
Puerto Rico be admitted as the
.51st state came as a surprise.
The two men who would be most
intimately concerned with actu-
• implementation--of statehood
— President-elect Jimmy Carter
.and Carlos Romero Barcelo,
Puerto Rico's new governor —
.reacted cautiously.
.• That's a good approach. It
Would be an error for anyone to
overreact. President Ford is
aware that any decisions on
.ktatehood for Puerto Rico will
not be made during the days that
he has remaining as President.
He also .knows that those deci-
sions will be made by the Puerto
Ricans. His proposal, therefore,
undoubtedly was prompted by a
desire to "get on the record" his
support for the Republican plat-
form plank on Puerto Rico.
The GOP platform supports
full statehood for Puerto Rico "if
that is the people's choice in a
referendum......
On that score, the proposal 
slibuild be-help-TilitO Mr. tarter.
In the Carribbean, and else-
where in the Third World, the
U.S. offer can counter claims
that The United -States' wants to
remain a -"colonial power" by
conferring only second-class
status on its associates.
President ord's offer also
will serve as a warning to Fidel
Castro in Cuba that the United
States takes its responsibilities
in the hemisphere seriously.
Castro's atginpts to subvert
other flatirons should- be
weakened.
And finally
hood for Puerto. Rico certainly
will provide a debating point for
Andrew Young, who will be the
U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations in the Carter adminis-
tration.''The United States has
been the target of a continuing
but unwarranted attack in the
U.N. by radicals who insist that
we are suppressing the Puerto
Rican people.
President Ford made the
statehood proposal in good faith.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is. to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or - a
problem not answered in these
columns, write ITHEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed, envelope. The
most useful replies will, be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I seem th remember
something in your Cotumn last year
concerning smoking. Did you have
something on thisflf so; can I obtain a
copy of this? T.F.
ANSWER;_ileartline did have a
..----eoltann----about-.4he-tiarmfut--etleeis of
smoke On the non-Smoker. Your copy of
this column is now on the way, and if
anyone else is interested in obtaining
this Mformation, write to Heartline
Smoke, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please send a
long, self-addressed, stamped en-
velope.
-HEARTLINE: Do 1 have to take
Medicare out at age 65? If so. am
penalized if I do not?
ANSWER: No. For 98 per cent of the,
people' reaching age 65, however,
hospital insurance is available without
any premium payment. There is no
penalty for not _signing -up for hospital
insurance other than that you will lose
free coverage.
Medical insurance requires a mon-
thly premium. The penalty for not.
signing up when you are first eligible is 20 Yearsthat the, premium goes up 10 per-tent.J._
for each year you could have signed up Among the Grade A Dairy Farmers
need of assistanre of another person?
1) W.
ANSWER: Yes. Veterans so severly
disabled as to require the regular aid
and atteildance of another person may
he entitled to additional payment of
$133 per month if receiving a Veterans
Administration pension and $159 per
month if receiving compensation.
Veterans receiving compensation for
100 per cent rating due to unem-
ployability are not eligible for aid and
attendance benefits.
'10 Years Ago
• The Capri Theatre opens here
tomorrow on Chestnut Street with one
. of..the most podern-thesitresin the state
of Kentucky and the Mid-South.
Deaths reported include W. H.
Herbert) Conner, age 62, Mrs. Joe T.
Parker, and Harry Jenkins,.
An average of $43.64 was reported for
the opening day sale of dark fired
t,6acco here on the Murray floors.
Golden wedding anniversaries being
(..lebrated include Mr. and Mrs. Galen
-Myers, today, January 17, and Mr. and
N1 rs. E. B. Brandon on January 23.
Maxriages announced include Judith
Worktn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
.Clayto Workman, to Dennis C. Nall,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nall, on
December 27.
James Neale and Bob McDaniel had
high averages in bowling in the Ken-





Murray Ledger * Times Editor
It's hard to get the old typewriter
cranked up again after being away
from it for a couple of days. Actually,
we haven't been completely away from
it but we have been spread pretty thin
between the hospital, the house, the
"grandParents' house and the office,
while our second child was arriving at
the local hospital.
Mother and daughter are both doing
fine. The only -problem" we've run-
into-so far is in choosing a name for"the
baby girl. Our four-year-old had his
own idea for a name which, naturally,
was not the same name we had picked.
He thought about it at length, minute price tag on Super_, Howl com-
however, and came- --tip-with hie-owe---eiereials: - 
____ 
solution to the problem while we were But in an attempt to put the gover-
eating dinner the other night. nment expenditures for the,-
"Daddy," he said, "you and momma inauguration in perspective, we'd like
can call the baby what you want to, and - to offer a.few comparative figures.
I'll call her what I want to." The total budget for the City of
She'll probably' grow up with two Murray for the coming year amounts to
different names (by the way, the of- $1.4 milliop. At that rate, the $2.5
ficial name is Jill Suzanne) but the four- million the government is spending on
year-old's solution seems workable and Carter's inauguration is enough to run
sensible, especially to him. the local government for almost two
0+0 years.
Gary Gilmore is dead. He finally got The $325,000 being spent on the
his wish and was executed by a firing podium Carter will stand on to take the
squad at 6 8:0 MST (9:06 CST) this oeth of office would be a good start on
morning., 
, 
Murray's $375,000 budgeted ex-
We don't care to eulogize Gilmore's penditure for the Fire Department for
life. It has ended. We just wish that 1977.
chapter in our country's history book Or, put another way, the estimated
would now be closed. But we know property taxes for the city of Murray
promoters are going to leap at the for 1977 which total $410,000, are barely
chance to package his life story into more .than the amount spent on the
wbagjer
looks like it would make a profit. $2.5 million spent on the inaugural.
But what of Max Jensen and Ben We think a simple, dignified
Bushnell, the two Christian family men ceremony in the Oval Office of the
who were slain by Gilmore. We think it White House would be sufficient for the
would he-more appropriate, --although - inauguration. „Then if individuals or • •
probably not as profitable, fbr a political parties or anybody else, for
producer to do a movie on their lives that matter, want to spend lavish sums
on parties and parades, that's fine.
for it, but did not.
For a complete understanding of
what the Medicare program covers,
Heartline has developed a book called
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare."- This
book covers the entire Medicare
program and also has,a, sample claim_
form with coMplete instructions on how
to 1111 it out. This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
with large print.
_ To order, send $1.50 to "Heartline-'  
Guide to Medicare," 114 E. Dayton St..
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. This book_
is completely guaranteed if not
- satisfied, please return aid your money
will be refunded. Please allost• 30 days
for delivery.
HEARTLINE: Are there -any ad-
ditional benefits for veterans Who are
rated as being 100 per cent disabled by
the Veterans Administration, and in
Ish't It The Truth
The world being what it is, full of
error and incompetence, many things
are opened by mistake, but none so
often as the mouth.
in the area who earned recognition by
the Bureau of Sanitation and high
ratings of the Memphis and Shelby
County Health Deprtment were W. H.
Brooks, Elwood Brown, Pat Brown,
Jim Burkeen and Son, Otho Burton,
Orsro Butterworth, George W. Dunn,
Jr., L. E. 'Gooch, Guthrie Grogan,
James L. Hargis, Glen S. Kelson,.
Seldon Lamb, W. B. Lippard, William
D. McCuiston, Max Oliver, Fred Orr,
James Potts, Herfnan Roach, Er.-L.
Roberts.-Gten E: Roaert,-Cleirlie Mb*.
Charles B. Stark, Carnell  Wells, and 
Joe B. Wilson.
Guy Billington, George Hart, Rudy
Hendon. Preston Ordway, Luther
Robertson, Audrey Simmons, and Carl. .
have en elected o the
Murray Hospital Board.. •
Marriages announced include Eva
Frances" Woods to Robert Hopkins on
January 13.
Births reported include.a 'girl, Cathy -
Sue, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Franklin
Lovett on January 7.
Mrs. Bertha Jones has been the guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Richard Cullom
and famity of Joplin, Mo.,
Let's Stay Well
Chest Pain From Rib Injury
Q: Mrs. S.J. writes "My hus-
band, 55 years of age has had
Trnphytema wife a while. which
is better since he stopped smok-
ing.
"Not too long ago, he caught 0
cold -*ilia. lbrouglat - on
severe coughing. Be developed
sudden pain in the upper left
side Of his chest We feared that
he had had a heart attack. We
were greatly relieved that his
physician feand a rib broken by
coughing.
"I never heard of such a thing.
Does it happen often? Will he be
By F.J L Blasangame, MD
likely to have fractures occur in
this rib in the future from cough-
„,e, •
A: First, I congratulate your
husband on stopping smoking. It
aggravates emphysema.
Rib injuries from coughing
ace-e-rarast-Thro- heal in s
(OW weeks, and a fracture does
not mean that another one is
more likely to occur at a future
time. As a matter of fact, the
callus formed during healing ac'
tually increases the rib strength
at the fracture site and lessens
the chances of a recurrence at
'ihe same place,._
Tins cause of chest pain was
first described many years ago
by a German surgeon. Alex-
ander Tietze, and it is also
known as Tietze's disease.
The injury usually occurs in
the front portion of the rib where
the boneana cariuge join:Pain-
and soreness are noted at the
point of injury.
Similar rib injuries may be
caused by a hug, by carrying a
heavy load or by prewure
against the rib cage. such as
when reaching over the front
seat of an automobile Pain may
- neit come on for a while until the
injured site .swells from the
bruising and slight bleeding into
the injured area.
Because other serious. dis-eases,. 
such as a heart attack.
may cause chest pain, Tieze's
ifiseAig Cause aPPreffenifori
and-coneern until a diagnosis is
made.
Usually, medicine for cough or
pain relief is sufficient. Local
heat or cold over the tender area
is helpful. Reawurance that the
condition is self-lininng and not
serious relieves the anxiety -
Figuring Taxes Is More Difficult This Year
EDITOR'S NOTE: Following
is the first in at series of five
_ articles entitled "Coping With
Your Income Tax.” They were
written to help taxpayers pre-
pare their 1976 tax returns.
BY JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON tAP -I 54j
lions of Americans will. find it a
little more difficult 10 figure
their federal income tax this
year, but many will find the
. tax saving worth the extra ef-
fort:
For some groups of tak-
payers, especially the elderly
and those parents who have to
hire a babysitter In order to
, work, tax-filing will be some-
:what .easier than in the past.
The changes come about be- .
;cause of tax legislation passed
by Congress in late 1975' and in
the fall of 1976. Several other
changes-in the. law Will beconiel„
, effective when taxes are filed
in 1978. •
Three major changes affect
crease in the standard deduc-
tions, which are available to
those taxpayers who -de -not
itemize deductions.
• The new _minimum standard
deduction, designed to ensure
that a person pays no tax until
his income reaches a certain
level, is $1,700 for a single per-
son and $2,100 for a couple fil-
ing a joint return. But that is
only the minimum; you are
allowed a standard deduction of
16 per cent of total income, but
no more than $2,400 if you are
single and no more than $2,800
if married.
-The third - and most vis-
ible - change will allow 90 per
cent of Americans to use a tax
table to see at a glance 'how
-- much lax they owe. The new
table is condensed into three '
pages, compared with -the 10
pages last year, and covers all
taxable income up to $20,000.
(Changing the table will have
virtuallyoo effect on anyone's
tax liability.
The good news is that most
- •
taxpayers will not have to use
the "tax-rate schedules," which
require you to tampbte- taxes _
owed by multiplying a tax rate
,by income above a certain
and the .effect their murders 'have had
on their families.
Q+0
The inauguration of James Earl
(Jimmy ) Carter on Thursday of this
week will cost the eruiraey!s_tazpayers,
an estimated $2.5 million I the inaugural
podium itself will cost us an estimated
$325,000). And thetv networks will be
spending another $5 million to cover the
inauguration and its associated ac-
tivities.
That's a total of $7.5 million being
forked out for the ceremony marking
the changing of power in our aation's
Cap'
i'ldt that we're knocking the ex-
travaganza, especjallythety.ex-
penditures. The networks apparently
can afford to spend the. high sumasin
view of NBC's recent $250,000 per
And: here's the kicter. Carter's
inauguration is said to be less ex-
pensive than any other president's in
recent history.
Think about it.
amount. And there is 'no longer
a different tar table Jar each
family.size.,
The bad news is that typical
taxpayers will have to compute
taxable income by subtracting
the $750-per-person exemption
and their deductions fromptal
income. However, the IRS will
compute this for you in certain
circumstances.
After finding the line in the
, tax table that includes your
taxable income, the only ques-
tion left is whether you are
single; married and filing a
separate return, or married
and filing a joint return. Find
your taxes under the column
heading that fits you:
But an. important caution:
That figure is NOT what you
owe. To get the bottom line you
still have to subtract your
across-the-board credit - ei-
ther $35 per person or 2 per
cent of the first $9,000 -of tax-
able income.




VAN CURON 13y S. C. Van Curon
By SC. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT - The Consumer
Protection division of the Attorney
General's Office had a busy year in 1976
with the handling of about 4,300 com-
plaints, Asst. Atty. Gen. Mort Stapun,
who handles the mediation section,
said.
A large majority of the complaints
come about because the customer or,
the businessman just don't understand
some agreements that are reached
between them, Stamm said.
The area in business that generates
the most complaints pertains to
automobiles, new and used cars and
auto repairs. Following these closely
at e home repairs.
The estirnated .4,300 complaints are
ones that have been filed With attached
information. "We must have had a
million. telepluthe _calls.from .perg,%•.}.
complaining, but we don't record these
unless they file later in writing,"
Stamm said.
Bill collectors using threatening
statements are not as big a problem as
some people.might think, Stamm ex-
plained. Harrassment "doesn't seem to
be mach of a thing- in this field, he
said. A Federal law prohibits
harrassment and threatening tactics,
but this hasn't been, much of a problem
in Kentucky.
"Misunderstanding on the part of the
borrower as to his-obligations causes a
lot_of I he p'oblerna,'!Staimesaici.- - -- -
More than 50 per cent of the com-
plaints are, solved or resolved or set-
tlement reach:d; Stamm said. "Some
people just don't understand their legal
obligations under loan or credit
arrangements," he explained. "Repple
are obligated to paytheir just-debts-
The Consumer Protection laws were
passed in 1972, and the division funded
at the beginning of July of that year.
Complaints on "bait and switch"
advertising have been registered with
the state, but these have been readily
settled by reaching agreement with the
merchants involved. Some of this
comes about 'because advertisements
for some chain', stores are prepared in
other places, and not checked
thoroughly enough by the local store
manager.
One example is advertising an item
not in stock. If a store has a very
limited quantity of the item advertised,
it is the responsibility of the manager to
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ARM EVIEW& RECAST
Breaking Ground
Commentary On Issues And Events
A ritten By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Firm Bureau Federation
Young farmers — those age college students se ho
30 and under will held the graduated from Kentucky
spotlight during a thee-day high schools.
Young Farmers Conference in Currently, the foundation
Louisville later this Month. awards $7,000 annually to
The conference is being winning high school seniors. A
sponsored by Kentucky Farm typical year finds from 75 to
Bureau, and more than 200 l00 applicants for the five
participants from arbiiiidIffe—ielfOlartfdps available.
state are expeded to atterielt— —Other young farmer con-
will held aka, "the —ference activities will include
tours of two Louisville-area
factories, an address by UK
College of Agriculture Dean
Charles Barnhart and
seminars on farm financing
• and tax laws affecting far-
mers.
Breckinridge Inn, Jan:* 28-30.
An additional highlight of
the meeting will be a 25th
anniversary banquet for the
Kentucky Farm Bureau
Scholarship Foundation. The
foundation, begun in 1953, has
distributesi more than $100,000








An Individual Retirement Account ( IRA) is a per-
sonal tax-sheltered retirement plan. It was developed
,12y.Cmgress_tpixtertn e_yeabinericaucrker_them‘.
portunity to build a more secure future for himself and
for his family.
Corporations have long been permitted to establish
retirement plans for their employees. As long as a plan
met certain requirements, employer contributions to
the plan were fully tax deductible. Likewise, employer
contributions on behalf of an employee were not
currently taxable to the employee. He was taxed on his
share of the plan only when he received it.
Since 1962, tax deductions for contributions to a
retirement plan have also been available to self-
employed persons. In that year Congress determined
that these persons,_ too, should be allowed a tax-
sheltered method of saving for retirement. The result
was H. R.-I0, a law which allowed thet*If-iimployed to
—make tax-deductible -on pensionor . .
profit-sharing plan. 
While corporate and H. R.-10 plans covered a sub-
stantial portion of the working population, a large rium-
ber of workers still had no tax-sheltered means by
which to supplement Social Security. Recognizing that
Social Security alone is inadequate, especially in times
of inflation, Congress has now provided for Individual
Retirement Accounts for those not covered by other
plans. Amounts set aside in an IRA may be placed in a
trust or Custodial accotint with a financial institution
such as ours. They may also be invested in an annuity
or endowment contract, or qualified retirement bonds.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you,
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bonk of Murray
FDIC
Ca4er's chOice 'of Rep. Bob
Bergland as the new secretary
of agriculture has drawn
generally high marks from the
presidents of the Kentucky
and American Farm Bureaus.
KFB President Bob Wade
said he is optlnlstic that
Bergland's backgroáid as
working farmer, plus 1111
service as a Ur S. represen-
tative from Minnesota,—svill
give him the necessary ex-
pertise to be an effective
secletary of agriculture. _
Allan Grant, president of the
Amei;ican Farm Bureau, said
Bergland's selection has
merit, and noted that his
broad experience in the
private and public sectors,
including tenure on the House
Agriculture Committee;
should serve him well in
carrying out the agricultural
policies adopted by Congress.
Wade, who had previously'
endorsed Kentucky
Agriculture Commissioner
Torn. Harris for the
secretary's job, said.he hoped
Bergland would keep the
needs of Kentucky farmers in
mind as he fills the various
posts in USDA that affect this
state's commodities. One of
those- sensitive posts is- the
branch, a job many feel should
be given_to a Kentuckian.
On a less positive note,
Wade expressed concern that
Bergland may tend to favor
the return of government-held
reserves of grain. Wade noted
that Farm Bureau is firmly
opposed to re-establishing
such stockpiles, since surplus
grain should should best be




"relatively high farm coin•
modity price supports," but
said he expects the new
secretary to "carefully re-
evaluate his position before
recommending such a policy
change in view of the success
of the market-oriented farm
program of recent years."
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agricultire
Don't forget about rice,
versatile enough to be used
for salads, casseroles, soups,
even desserts. Low-cost and
wholesome, - -it- -deserves a
place in your meals. -
mouth of the mississipp
along with a special guest
west kentUcky livestock and
exposition center college farm road
thureday / 3 february 1977 / 7:30 p.m.
advance general admission $3 / advance student
admission: $2 / all tickets at the door on day of show: $4
tickets may be purchased at the west kentucky livestock and
exposition center, college farm road, Roses Dept. Store and'
Stokes Impliment Co. - _ • .
tor additional ucket informapon, write or call west kentuck livestock end ekposition ceMe,
murray state unwersity.Murray kentuCky 42071, phone (502) 753-8890
FIRST OF A "FRIEs
Renovatiort
Pasture renovation is here to stay
by Warren C Thompson
All across the . pasture belt,
_farmer& _aux begins:ling to -rely
more each year op renovation
as a system to produce forage.
Why? They feel they can "have
their cake and eat it too.-
Repovation means they can get
more quality, forage cheaper.
arld than rsny. other,
method currently evadable.
Traditionally, renovation has
meant seeding legumes iniO'an
old grass field that has been torn
- up by thorough disting, iteld
cultivating or heavy tramping by
livestock In, recent years, how-
ever, some livestock producers
have -. started_ using. a modern
• approach utilizing specialized
tillage equipment and chemicals
Why all this sudden interest in
renovating? It's a matter_ of
needing more _quality forage, at
- relatively-low-costs Both beef
and dairy producers in increas-
ing numbers are turning to
renovation on their rough land
where pastures do better than
any other crop. It's also a matter
of economics. When a farmer
starts with a good stand of grass
fertilized properly:tills and adds,
--teejtirtellt5fiTurfrirlifte
cost of•such renovation is small
compared to the extra feed
produced When seedings with
such legumes as red clover and
ladino are made in-late welter
and early spring, farmers have
seen production double or even
triple while producing a vastly
superior feed.
To get the Pest-resigte next
spring, action is called for now.,
As soon as frost hitS fescue,
sugar conteriurn rrnd cattle
find it irresisaile. So that is the
time you-should' put large rttl.ri-
bers of ea-tie on fields that ar. to
,be seeded next spnng. Stoekina.. . , vri.. of Kentucky Forage Extension Spe
ssi isrates should be adjusted with ctst He currently Manager of Forage
-electric- fenetng- -to - gee---14.), .14-i- --- ferricerng fry ttorth —finSertra-Pro-M.
animals per acre. The gray:, Breeden, Mission, Kansas 66205
-
years
• It's 'no wonder_ farfriers feel.
that pasture renovation is-here
to st4. They.like the results they
continue to get Your results will
be excellent too if you start now
and use quality Vroct . -each
step of the way in your pasture
rdnavalibh program.......




should be nubbed so that tillage
- January-or fetitharyls &Vier-
and the.seedtted more uniform. _
This is also an excellent time
take sod samples and have
them tested. Then, as soon"
_the weather will allow, apply, the
needed lime, phosphate. and.
7-whara- Seeding-
time comes all that will be
necessary is to sitooth the
seedbed and sow the seed.
Here's another hp. -The USDA
hias-retently noted that there will
be a 14"C,.shottage in red clover
seed this year So if you are
going to renovate. you'd better
-book- your seed early__with
your local seed dealer if you are
going to use red clover, and
ladino, a very popular and
_highly" recommended „combina-
tion The seeding rate should be
- about-erght pounds-afred-ctdver-
.. and one to two pounds of ladino
per acre
s Remember, an early,. reno-
vated. fertilized, well-established
red cloverladino/grass pasture
will produce as much feed as a
grass pasture with 200 pounds
.of nitrogen an acre applied
anttany Ana II you gure the
average cost of a ton of am-
monium nitrate at -$110, that's
$33 00 an acre When you
novate, your out-of-pocket Costs
will be less than this and the
seedirig will last two to three
ATLANTA, Ga. — Two
weeks of special training has
begun in Houston, Texas, for
80 new federal grain in-
spectors, according to the U
S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA).
Until Jan. 26, the 80 trainees
— employees of USDA's
Federal Grain -Inspection
-Teffee-TFGISi — will receive
Intensive instruction on- grain
inspection and weighing under
,the U. S. grain Standards Act
Of 1976.
A similar two-week training
session is set to- begin Feb. 8 in
libtiston for another 120 FGIS
recruits, many of whkom are
still in the process of being
hired. The 200 new employees
will participate in formal on-
the-job training for at least
two years before qualifying as
journeyman inspectors, FGIS
officials said.
The special training in
Houston is part of a wider
effort to staff the Federal
Grain Inspection Service and
implement the-U. S. Grain
Standards-Act of 1976. As a
result of the new federal grain
law, the FGIS was established
in USDA Nov. 20, the day the
legislation went into effect.
Previously, grain inspection
was the. responsibility of the
grain division of USDA's
mark.isibm
Service ( AMS ). About 780
AMS grain division employees
involved in inspection-. and
standardization activities
• .were --transferred • Me. e
Federal Grain Inspection
Service Nov. 20. Of those,
more than 400 were sent to
Houston for special training in
1976.
Within the nett 18 months,
the nunlber of FGIS em-
actsploees_wbich now, stands at
900, is expected ,to increase to
2,600.- An --esttrnafM- 2,100
employees willbe stationed at
field offices around the nation,
arid will handlt—new federal
inSpection and weighing
duties assigned to the Federal
Grain Inspection Service in
the 1976_ Grain StandarcLs Act.
Meat Packer To Serve Jail• Term The remining 500 ivill be baled
ATLANTA, Ga. — James
Austin Fraley Jr., president of
Fraley Packing Co., Thur-
mont, Md., will begin serving
an eight-month federal
'penitentiary term Jan. 19 for
selling unwholesome meat,
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) has-
announced.
Fraley exhausted his ap-
peals procedures Jan. 5, and'
U. S. District Judge Howard
F. Corcoran ordered him to
serve the term at the federal
penitentiary at Allenwood, Pa
-Fr.1ey. who P 3 1 ozell spitlach costs
operated two retail meat
outlets in Washington, D. C.,
was originially convicted Dec.
2, 197.5, on 14 charges of ille_gg
- _
posed- meats that had been
washed and reconditioned and
operating an unsanitary plant
after it had been suspended.
He was sentenced to two to six
years in jail, but the sentence
was reduced during the ap-
peals procedure.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Spetialrets at
the UK College of Agriculture
a Polk 11 cents a serving,
followed by amnia& set—i13
cents, and fresh at nearly 25
_cants. filuy—the tr•st* -spinach-
tiansportation of meat across now and then to use raw in
state lines, selling decom- salads.
Curtiss A.I. schools
offer you more ...
When it comes to A I. training you deserve
professional trainini and that's why.Curtiss
A.I. schools are conducted by professional
training .directors. Th Curtiss A.I. sohools
you'll receive inser,nation training on live
tows, plus stildy-41443-410W-'8 reproductive
analomy. Curtiss schools also
give instruction oh i - roper .sernen handling.
management fir A.1.._and básic.genetic
princip4. And to irk: you in Selecting superior
sires yotill receive instruction on production
data and mating pro4rams. ••
Sign up today for your professional A.I.
training, and discove- why Curtiss A.I. schools
offer you more.
Curtiss A.I. School
West Ky. Exposition Center
Murray tate University
Jan, 25-28
For additional Aformation contact
Bill Chetrv, Director
West Ky. Exposition Center
Murray State Un.
College Farm Rd.
Phone 753-8890 Murray, Ky.
in_ Washington, -D. C:,'per-






Murray's fastest unloading facilities
- • Soyors of
CORN • SOYBEANS-•VIIIEAT.
Distribotors Of
Wayne Feed DiKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Coni, Soybeans and neat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
REPAIRS SERVICE
1-USED JOHN DEERE 4630
2-USED JOHN DEERE 4020's
1-USED INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 656
1-USED ALLIS-CHALMERS 200
1-USED ALLIS-CHALMERS 7040
With Cab and An. Like New.
1-USED 5000 FORD . _ .
Soo The-sir—rectors otoollrii-
- At Tommy's
WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
WE ARE THE COMPETITION!
EXPERIENCED MECHANICS ON DUTY All WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
JUNCTION 121 AND SEDALIA ROAD - MAYFIELD
Massey-Ferguson
PICK.A.
Make your best deal before January 28,
1977 on certain new Massey-Ferguson
.
• agricultural tractors




then pick one of the following options:
1.. Cash Reb4te (from $i()0 to $5(X))
2. Cash Rebate (from $50 to $250)
PLUS No Finance Charges
to March 1, April 1 or May 1. 1977 depending on product
01)111
iii ri .141k Illt!S
111111111.1, ‘,11
MP
3. No Finance Charges • • •
-- to July 1, 1977 on agricultural tractors and'
imptemerfts-or industrial equipment''
— to Sept 1, 1977 on balers, forage harvesters
and qr-incier mixers
PLUS Cash Rebate
up to UM) on selected prqducts







TRYING FOR THE TIP - It was a night of almost: for the Racers against Tech Saturday. Nero,both John Randall (21) and Danny Jarrett (SS) almost managed to tip in this missed shot. Four orfive times in the game, the Racers missed tips like this one.
(Stuff Plsotos by Wm Brandi*
Knicks Use New Formula To,
Win, 76
' By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer- -
Sometimes it pays to buck a
trend.
. Just when most coaches
around the National
Basketball Assocation are
adopting a form of populism,
using as many as 10 or 11
players per game andtiving
more and more playing time
to their reserves, New York
Knicks Coach Red Holzman
decided what histeam  needed 
was a move in the opposite
direction.
"We need continuity, and
the way to get it is to leave the,
starters in a little longer,"
said Holzman, the dean of
NBA coaches now in his 14th
season.
The strategy worked. The
Knicks' five starters meshed,
turning in what Holzman
called "the best game we have
played in two weeks," as New
York beat the Golden State
Warriors 111-97 before a
national television audience.
The Knicks had begun a six-
game road_ trip with em-
barrassingly lopsided losses
at Portland and Seattle,
dropping below the .500 mark,
and needed the win at Golden
State to stop the slide.
Each of New York's starters
played at least 40 minutes and
the five accounted  for _
seven of the team's points.j
Walt Frazier scored 24, Jim
McMillian 22, Earl Monroe 21,',
Bob McAdoo 20 and Lonnie
Sheltoo-1.7.../dcAdoo also had 1-7 -
rebounds. •
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
Philadelphia 76ers routed the
New Orleans Jazz 97-76, the
San Antonio Spurs beat the
Indiana Pacers 122-115,- the
Boston Celtics trounced the
New York Nets 106-91, the
Denver Nuggets defeated the
Seattle SuperSonics 109-101,
the Atlanta 'Hawks 'upset the
Portland Trail Blazers 125-120
and the Chicago Bulls beat the
Milwaukee Bucks102-83.
76ers 97, Jazz 76
Henry Bibby scored 21
points and led a 26-4' second-
quarter spurt_ Mut carried
Philadelphia to its seventh
victory in the last eight
games: Bibby, playing nearly
45 minutes, held NBA scoring
leader Pete Maravich to 22
points, seven below _hjs
average.
Spurs 122, Pacers 115
-San Antonio jumped to an
18-point halftime lead and
then held on to snap a four-
game losing streak..
Larry Kenon scored 32
points and Coby Dietrick
added 20 for San Antonio,
while Billy Knight poured in a
season-high 43 for-Indiana.
Celtics 106, Nets 91'
The Nets suffered their 10th
straight defeat, a club record,
as Boston took the lead for
good with nine consecutive
points during the second
period.
Nuggets 109, Sonics 101
all bqt.  Denver raised itsrecord-to
"29-12, tops in the NBA, by
posting its fifth straight
victory and snapping Seattle's
Hawks 125, Blazers 120
Atlanta scored its final 10
points from the free throw line
in the closing 2:36. A pair on
free throws by Ken Charles
with nine seconds to go clin-
ched the victory.
Bulls 102, Bucks 83
Mickey Johnson scored 27
points and Adis Gilmore 20 as
Chicago overcame a 50-47




It's Noll's second ap-
pearance as an AFC Pro Bowl
coach. The other time came
-fifer 'Mrs • ago- Wheirthe
Americans beat the Nationals
33-28. On the opposite side will
be Knox, who is making his
third straight appearance as
boss if the NFC. • He coached
the NFC squad to victory last
year, 23-20; and in the 1975
game, 1,7-10.
With .-Fran Tarkenton of
Minnesota and Ken Stabler of
Oakland absent with injuries,
the NFC and AFC teams will
be quarterbacked by Dallas'
Roger' Staubach and
Baltimore's Bert Jones. A
By The Associated Press
EAST
American 84, Bucknell 65
Amherst 78, Colby 69 -
ABoston St 92, Worcester St 76
Coast Guard 81, Norwich 79
• Columbia 80, Cornell 52
Connecticut 68, Harvard 64
Delaware 77,-Wagner 74 -----
Fairfield 95, Yale 57
Lafayette 94, Brown 86
Manhattan 71, St. _John's.
N.Y. 67
New Hampshire 95, Colgate
as
Niagara-89, Canisius 71
Penn 87, Tulane 64
Providence 94, Hawaii 76
Rutgers 102, Boston Col 92
St. Bonaventure 113, St.
Francis, N.Y. 78
Seton Hall 96, Lehigh 71
--- Syracuse 86, W Virginia 71
Temple 83, Fordham 53
Vermont 87, Hofstra 86
Villanova 85, Pittsburgh 64
SOUTH
Alabama 65, Mississippi St 63
Centenary 64, MeNeese 62  
Davidson 59, Dartmouth 54
Florida 63, Vanderbilt 72
_Furman 88, Citadel 74
Kentucky 75, Auburn 68
six-game winning streak. Dan Kentucky ,St 81, Central St,,
-Issel- • -and- David Thotnpsoit --°1." --
combined for 30 points in the
second half for 'Denver, Issel



















Mix 'ern or Match
MEN S OR LADIES
TWO-PIECE SUITS
1 PC0 R PLAIN DRESSES!
2/269
Toe , Red Riots
Ion 18 "(70 •
•
LeMoyne Owen E. Tennessee--
St 80
Louisville 104, Marshall 85
Maryland 62, Navy 54
Meffiphis St 81, Florida St 75
• Mississippi 82, Georgia 62
N Carolina 77, Duke. 68
MIDWEST
Cent Michigan 78, Miami,
Ohio 76
Colorado 78, Kansas Si 75
Detroit 65, Dayton 63
Evansville 81, DePauw 79
Indiana 79, Wisconsin 64
Indiana St 77, Mo. Western 58
Wichita St 87, Bradley 74
SOUTHWEST _
-Abilene ChtiStian 92, Texas
A&176 
•- Arkansas 72, Rice 45 ..•-•
Houston 78, Texas Christian
74
New Mexieo St 86, Drake 82
Oklahoma City 102, Texas-Ar-
lington 73
Oral Roberts 84, Illinois St 79
W Texas St 92, Tulsa 69
• FAR WEST
Air Force 75, Denver 61 ".
Brigham Young 97, Wyoming
64 ii
California 84, Southern Cal 76
Creighton 100, Gonzaga 83
Long Beach St 84, Cal-Santa
Barbara 72
Montana 79, Montana St 66
, Nevada-Reho 65, Seattle 64
New Mexico 85, Arizona St 81
San Francisco 90, Loyola.,
Cal. 63
Stanislaus St. 71, -San Fran-
cisco St. 70
UCLA 100, Stanford 813
Utah 67, Colorado St 64, OT ,
Washington 90, Oregon St 76
Washington St 49,. Oregon 45
Weber St 92, N Arizona 73
I -
-
EASY TWO - Big Danny Jarrett, eN 6-11 of him, goes up on
the right side for two of his six points. Jarrett also grabbed
down four rebounds during his limited stint of action.
John Randall Helps Key
Racers Past Tech 73-65
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
John Randall proves a lot of
things.
First of all, he proves that
anyone with desire can be a
success. John Randall grew-
up in six different foster
homes.
Another thing John Randall
proves is that in order to be a
great basketball player, you
don't necessarily have to be a
prolific scorer.
Randall's unbelievable
passing and his superb
defense were among the few
bright spots in the 73-65 win
Murray State scored over
Tennessee Tech Saturday
night before a crowd of 6,800 in.
the Sports Arena.
Sellout Crowd Expected
For Seventh Pro Bowl
By TONY BAKER sellout crowd of 65,000 the
-- • AP Sports Writer first sellout in the 27-year
SEATTLE ( AP) - After a history of the event - is ex-
week of leisurely practicaand pucted for the- game. in --
socializing in balmy San America's newest domed
Diego, it's all business-tonight 'stadium.
when the National Football While the two 40-man
League's top .Sars _from the squads held a final workout in
National and 'American tLe Kingdome Sunday -after
-conferences' meet in the practicing for a week in San
Kingdome in the annual Battle Diego - the league's owners
of Pride, the Pro Bowl game. huddled to try to keep the
The NFC, whichbas lost the league together. The owners
-past-five Super Bow19- Wits arid prayers have gone for
AFC rivals, has saved face by three years without a basic
winning the past two Pro Bowl labor agreement and now
games to even the series at 3-3 there is a- danger that the
since the all-star tilt was annual college draft, from
revised after the merger with vThich the league stocks its
the American Football teams, may also be in
League. jeopardy.
Either Pittsburgh's Chuck But the legal questions take
Noll or Los Angeles' Chuck a back seat to the football
Knox is going -to have- his game. Each year there Islalk
perfect Pro Bowl coaching that the Pro 'Bowl.. which
record broken in the glows the Super Bowl, is one
nationally televised (ABC) 6 ,.'„ame too many, that the fans,
and some players, don't take it
seriously. -
JOlui Madden, coach of the
SL Bowl -chanmion
Oal-ifind Raiders, cii,sagrees.
found that one thing
every player has in common is
a great deal of pride," said
Madden, here for the NFL
meetings. "Early in the week
there's a lot of meeting old
friends and socializing, but
when you start bearing down
un Saturday of Sunday in
getting ready for the game,
they're ready to play.
"They go all out. They
really start getting intense.
They won't give anything but
their best."
Murray State made 32
turnovers in the game, got
outrebounded and yet won by
eight points.
"If we had played like that
last year against Tech, we
would have lost by 10 or 15
points," Racer coach Fred
Overton said.
"We weren't sharp. But
regardless, it's a win and
we're glad to get it. At one
time or another during a
season, every club is going to
have a game like that,"
Overton added. _
Randall's passing antics
keyed two Murray State
spurts, one in the first half and
one late in the game, and those
two flurries proved to be the.
downfall of Tech.
Randall's first gem came
with 2:42 left in the first half
with the Racers leading 24-72.
Randall, who loqked like
Julius Erving 'on the play,
soared into the air from the
free throw line and sailed
toward .the basket past three
Tech defenders. He ripped the
ball inside to freshman guard
Duncan Hill who happened to
be under the bucket and Hill
hit the shot and was fouled.
Hill missed the free throw and
Tech went down and scored
, and again, it was a two-point
lead at 26-24.
Agg.tfla Randall went saip_g_
•
This time, he faked a pass and
floated through the lane for a
layup for a 28-24 lead. But
again, Tech countered with a f•
bucket and again it was a two-
point Racer lead.
Randall hit a free throw to
make it 94.9R With. _La
then' Jimmy Warren came up
with two 'Consecutive steals
which led to buckets by 6-4
sophomore forward Tom
Leffler. With one secondleft in
the half, freshman Lenny
Barber lacked two free
throws and at intermission,
Murray led 35-28.
Mike Muff, the leading
Racer scorer on the season,
sat out the final eight minutes
of the first half with three
'fouls. Muff's 15-footer with
14:13 left in the game boosted
Murray to a- 50-39-lead and- it
seemed as if the Racers were
about ready to put it togethet
and blow Tech out.
It didn't work that way.
Turnovers, missed easy shots
and generally poor play
plagued the Racers for the
remainder of the game.
Midway through the final
half, Tech had cut the Racer
lead to only three points at 52-
49.
Enter Randall again.
With 5:33 left in the game, it
was still a three-point Racer
lead at 58-55. Grover Woolard
hit a 20-footer jumper to push.
the lead out to five and then
Randall snapped the crowd to
attention with one of the
prettiest moves of the season.
Randall came down the
middle of the lane, went up off,
the floor, switched hands and
'drilled a plias to at awaiting
Mike Muff under the bucket
and the Racers led 60-55.
Then came the prettiest
move of the seasoti. Randall
came up with a steal near
midcourt and drove for the
lane. He flipped a pass with
his left hand behind hi.s-back.to
Grover Woolard in the right
corner and Woolard sent home
Big Win
ALAMEDA, Calif. (AP) -
Steve Jones, who hadn't tasted
Victory in three years on the
tour, had the pleasure last
weekend




bowler strung together six
strikes in his final game
against Marshall Holman to.




BOSTON ( AP) - Johnny
Bucyk, the Boston Bruins' 41-
year-old captain, has heen
named recipient of the Lester
'Patrick Awaird given by the
National Hockey League for
outstanding service to hockey Warrenh 
in the United States. Jarrett 
Barber Bucyk, who wilT be honored Hill 
at a dinner in New York Leffler 
March 7J-81)1Wy-mg in his 22nd Totals





















a 20-footer. The crowd roared
to its feet and by that time,
Murray had*68-59 lead andlt
was all over. 
•
"Offensive is always aviikey
to how you play defensively.
Everybody we had was
missing shots they normally
hit. Tech is not that bad of a
ballclub. They beat Mercer at
Mercer, won over Western
and led Middle by eight points
before finally losing," Overton
said.
“We ran our offense really
well. We had good shots at the
basket bat just missed them,"
Overton said.
Muff and*Wbolard each had
17 points for the Racers as 11
players.brokeinto the scoring
column.
Muff' had nine rebounds
while Skeeter Wilson led the
Racers with 11.
For Tech, Bobby Porter had
a super game with 18 'points
and 16 rebounds. John Tatum
added 16 points while Randy
Hampton hit for 14 points.
Tech plaYed-Wifh6111 one Of
their top scorers, Alvin Adams
who was•out with an injury.
The Racers are now 10-4 on
the season and the win betters
last season's win total when
Murray struggled to a 9-17
record.
In the league, the Racer;
are 24 while Tech falls to 6-7
1
jech is at Austin_ Nay
tonight while the Racers
continue their homestand by
hosting East Tennessee which
was blitzed 93-69 at Clarksville
Saturday.
tomumiu.s. 
fg-fga ft-Eta rb 114 tp-Porter  
Tatum 7-12 (21-,1 16 -4 186 3 16Howell 3-13 1-2 4 2 7Hampton 6-15 2-3 5 3 14Mathews 2-7 0-0 4 4 4Walker 04. 0-1 2 , 3 0
-*moor - 0-2 04 0 4 0Franklin 0-0 04 1 0 0Safford •  2-3 2-6 1 0 6Totals 29-66 7-18 39 23 65
mono, stow
fg-fga ft-fta rbMuff 7-15 34 '9 5 17Blasingame 3-6 0-0 2 3 6Wilson .2-7 2-2 11 2 6Woolard 7-13 3-3 1 4 17
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2-3 2-2 V' 2. 6
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Wild Scramble In OVC?
The game of the year, thus far, in the Ohio
Valley Conference will take Place tonight at
Murfreesboro as co-leaders Middle Ten-
nessee and Morehead tangle in a battle of
undefeateds.
Morehead trounced hapless Western
Kentucky Staturday in Bowling Green to the-
surprise of absolutely nobody. Middle
Tennessee crushed Eastern Saturday, also
to the surprise of nobody.
For the sake of Murray State, Middle
Tennessee should win the game on their
floor. If Morehead wins that one, then it
could be real trouble for the rest of the
teams in the league because the only otter
games Morehead is going to finsBrouble to
orithe road are at Murray and Austin Peay,
both in the Second half of the league race.
Middle still --must- play at --Morehead
.Western, Murray and Austin Peay.
Both Middle and Morehead are solid title
contenders. But Middle has been playing
without guard Sleepy Taylor, who should be
back in ,action_ Saturday when the Blue
Raiders come to Murray.
Middle is much quicker than Morehead,
who likes to set up arid play slow and patient
offense. P_hysigajly.  the clubs  match up well,
though Middle has perhaps better leapers
while Morehead has a bit more muscle. ,
If Middle should win tonight and Murray
and Austin Peay also win then Middle would
be 4-0 and in first while Murray, Morehead
and Anstin Peay would all be 3-1.
Saturday's games will find Western at
Austin Peay, Tech at Morehad, East Ten-
nessee at Eastern Kentucky and of course,
Middle at Murray..
That simply means if Murray were-to then
win over Middle here Saturday, four teams
could well be deadlocked with a 4-1 record in
,the league._
'fife top four in the final standingsget to go
on to ttle OKToumarnent at Clarksville.
By are time Die ffia.htflf of the schedule is
completed, those top four teams could
already be decided, but in _no particular
-larder though.
The gap between fourth and fifth will soon
begin to widen as the season heads. into the
stretch.
Murray has the talent, Austin Peay the
strength and Morehead the experience.




--Like Fred Overton said, if Murray would
have played last year like they did Saturday
against Tech, the Raceis would have lost by
,10 or 15 points.
Everyone is going to have a bad game.
-Evew Louisville and IJK have games when
they miss easy shots and make turnovers.
For those of you who were disappointed in
what you saw Saturday, don't give up yet.
Come Welt-eat- tonight-. - The Racers are-due
for a good game and they'll certainly need it
tonight.
Though East Tennessee was blasted at
Austin Peay Saturday, they still have plenty
of talent and are well capable of knocking
off the Racers.
Murray had been getting three or four
impressive slam dunks -every game until
Saturday. But Saturday, the Racers were
dunks.
So don't give-it up yet. Like the old saying
goes, "you ain't seen nothing yet."






















By The Associated Press
Morehead's Andre Jones,
who says he -loves praying"
at Western Kentucky, will find
out today how much he cares
for- playing basketball at
Middle TennesSee.
Tonight's game at ---,Mur-
freesboro will be a battle for,
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference and Jones is
hoping he can perform as well
-against-Middle---Tennessee-as-
he did Saturday against
Western.
•'I love playing at Western,"
Jones said after scoring 18
*points and grabbing nine
rebounds in Morehead's 81-65
victory: "I love the size of the
place, and it's a thrill to play





Farmington girls' game set
for tonight has been called off.
The Tiger boys are
scheduled to play at Far-
mington Tuesday but unless
Farmington returns to school
Tuesday, that game will
probably becalledall-
It is the fourth girls' game
for Murray to be called off this
month. Two of the boys'
games have been postponed.
tradition, too," -
Morehead, now 3-6. in
OVC and 7-4 overallc meets a
Middle Tennessee squad with
an idehtical conference record
and a 12-2 overall mark. -
Middle Tennessee had an
easy time with Eastern
Kentucky Saturday, jumping
out to a 15-3 lead .and Winding
up with an 86-71 victory. _
The Blue Raiders' balance
uffeitse was led by Junior
center Bob Martin's, 23 points..
Looking at tonight's
showdown, Morehead Coach
Jack Schaiow said,. "If we
play our best, we're com-
petitive with anybody. If we
play less than that, any team
in this league can absolutely
wipe us out.
We have- to- -maintain a-
certain_ tempo. Rat racing
-two passes and a shot,- is
bad for us, and standing
around too much is bad for us
too," heridded.
In other OVC games
Satut day, Mae Muff and
Grover Woolard combined for
34 points to lead Murray to a
73-65 victory over Tennessee
Tech at Murray.
Murray, 2-1 in the con- TENNIS
ference and "10_4 overall, . BIRMINGHAM, Ala.
Jimmy Connors turned backscored the last seven points-of
points to lead Austin Peay to a
93768 victory over- East
Tennessee at Clarksville.
Austin Peay, 2-1 in the
conference and 12-2. overall,.
sewed up the game in the first
9'2 minutes by running out to
a 22-4 lead. East Tennessee is
1-2 in OVC action and 5-8.
overall.
In other OVC.action tonight,
Eastern Kentucky and
 Western Kentucky, both with
0-3 conference records, meet
at Bowling Green and Murray
hosts East Tennessee.
In other games involving
Kentucky schools Saturday,
Kentucky State-, ranked fifth
nationally in the NAIA,
defeated Central State 81-79
when Gerald Cunningham hit
a 35-foot jump shot with two
seconds left
Floyd Smith scored 42 pointt




Pikeville defeated Berea 100-
84.
Sports In Brief
the challenge of Bill Scanlon 6-the first half to open up a nine-
pQ margin
lead of the ga nnesse 
to win the $$100.000
Imternationalme. Te
Tech is 1-2 in OVC play and 6-7
overall.
Calvin Garrett • scored 25





Murray, Hy. Calloway County H.S. Gym
SAT. JAN. 22nd 8 P.M.
TICKETS
\ 3.50 Adult Adv. 4.00 At Door 2.00 Child
On Sale: Peoples Bank of Murray -
Sponsored By: Fraternal Order of Police Dept.
irmiiiham 
Indoor Tennis Tournament.
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. - Chris
Evert defeated Margaret
Court -64, 6-4 -to -take -
$20,000 first prize in Pin indoor
tournament.
AUCKLAND, New Zealand
- India's Vijay Amritraj
defeated American teen-ager
Tim Wilkinson 7-6, 5-7, 6-1,6-2





David Pearson eased in frontesof Cate Yarborough with 17
laps to go and won the Western
500 for the second consecutive
year.
HORSE RACING
. NEW YORK - Apprentice
jockey Steve Cauthen made
thoroughbred racing history
at Aqueduct Saturday when he
rode five winners, setting an
all-time record of 23 winners
in one week.
BOWLING
A4AMEDA, Calif. - Steve
Jones rolled six straight
strikes to defeat Marshall





Franz Klammer of Austria
won his fourth straight World
Cup downhill and 'Ingemar
Steriniark of Sweden won the
slalom. Klanuner led Sten-
mark by four points in the Cup
over-all standings.
-wen"
THANKS JOHN - Duncan Hill (25) of the Racers scares two
on this play after taking a superb pass through the middle by a
flying John Randall who is out of the picture. Hill came off the
bench in the first half and scored four points during a Racer
flurry. Watching is Tom-Leffler (23) who also scored four poin-







needed a shot to cure their
offense - and they got it from
Bo Ellis:-
. The bony forward, reluctant
to pull the trigger in the first.
half, turned into an offensive
tiger in the second and led the
11th-ranked Warriors to a 78-
69 -victory over No. 19 Notre
Dame Sunday.
"Notre Dame cut him off at
the pass in the first half," said
Marquette Coach Al McGuire,
"but it's pretty hard to stop
him for a whole game. When
we're in trouble, we go to Bo.
mars What we tellourselves
in the huddle."
Actually, it* was what
McGuire told tills in the-
dressing room at halftime that
inspired his scoring efforts in
the nationally televised game.
In so many words, McGuire
ordered his, star Tonvard to
fire whenever he had the
chance.
"I've been very violent with
Bo lately," McGuire said. "Bo
has been good for Marquette
University and good for Al
McGuire, but he hasn't been
good for himself. He's too
To Be Honored
INDIANAPOLIS o AP). 7
Clarence Cagle, vice president
of. the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, will be honored by
the Automotive Organization
Team . at its 38th annual




the Speedway in '1948 and
safety director for all U.S.
Auto Club national cham-




PALM SPRINGS, Calif. -
JaneBlalock shot a one-under
par 71 to capture the $50,000
Triple Crown Golf Tour-
nament by one shot-over Jan
Stephenson and Donna Young 
Wildcats To Have Hands Full
Tonight Against Tough Gators
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer _
Florida's surprisingly
strong start in -basketball this
season should .hot have come
as a surprise.
It apparently didn't surprise
Coach John Lotz, who said
before the season---npened
-Our team is better than its
been since lye been at
Florida."
The Gators have reeled off
10 yictories in 13 games and
the defeats wouldn't em-
barrass a national power since
they were administered by
_such outstanding tearna





in Alligator Alley, last of the
cozy gymnasiums in the
Southeastern Conference.
"There isn't much more to,
say for Kentucky that
everybody hasn't already seen
or read considering they are
No. 2 in the country," Lotz
said. "They have always had
trouble here and we hope to
give them trouble again this
year.
Kentucky has lost on six of
its last 10 visits to Florida and
needs a victor), tonight to stay
on the coattail of No. 4
Alabama and Tennessee in the
volatile SEC race.
Three other games are on
the agenda with Tennessee at
Mississippi, Georgia at
Louisiana State and Van-
derbilt at Auburn. Alabama
and Mississippi State have
open dates.
Saturday's full slate of
action saw Alabama trim
Mississippi State 65-63 for its
14th straight victory, Ten-
nestsee recorded its ninth in a
row with a 108=162 decision
over ISU, Kentucky downed
Auburn 75-68, Florida crush
Vanderbilt 83-72 and Ole Miss
smash Georgia 82-62. .
Alab . and Tennessee
Share thi lead with i5-0
records, fol wed by KentunkY-.
at 3-1 and Florida and
Mississippi State each at 3-2.
A Tennessee victory at idle
Miss would set the stage for a
showdown of unbeatens in
conference play at Krroxvilie
Saturday when , Ala_bama
visits Tennessee. Other
Saturday action has Florida at
Auburn, Mississippi State at
Georgia, LSU at Kentucky and
Ole Miss at Vandy.
Reginald King hit a three-
poinrilay in the closing
minutes and tallied 21 points
to lead Alabamal to its victory
over Mississippi State.
Freshman Ricky Brown
missed a 12-footer with three
seconds left that could have
forced an overtime.) Gary
Hookeiled State with 20.
•-• The Tennessee-ISU battle
was a dream game for high-
scoring enthusiasts, It
produced,' tbe Vels' - talented
Bernie and Ernie Show, plus
Ernie Grunfeld led Ten-
nessee scoring with 33 points,
Bernard King added 30 and
Mike Jackson contributed 30
The top scorer, though, was
freshman Durand Macklin of
ISU, who had 40.
Jack Givens poured in 20
points, including three clutch
baskets down the stretch, as
Kentulty snapped a three-
game losing streak in
Auburn's arena. Eddie
Johnson had 18 for the Tigers.
Bob Smyth scored 18 and
four other Gators hit in double
figures as Florida soared to a
23-point  lead and then
withstood a late ra Y. by
Vanderbilt, which got 21
points from Greg Fuller.
Ole Miss coasted to its
victory ever-Georgia ai "Wiwi
Stroud and John Billips each
scored 20. Tony Flanagan had




Bruce Lietzke, a dramatic
playoff winner • in the Joe
,aragiola-Tucson Open-Golf
rournament, had two chores
!() do today.
-1Te -Tias -To rearrange -his
i)laymg schedule in the wake
, his first professional
triumph. And he has to find his
putter.
-Oh, my lord, stop it," he
houted as a tour official
-eeled off the-list of events for
-Nhich he'd just become
• ligible - the Masters, the
PGA, the- --Tournament of
'-hampions.
"Stop it, pleaSe. I can't
-tand it.
This opens up so much.
he first thing I thought of was
tv Masters. RUT-ifiere's the ,
l'imament of Champions,
4. I'll have to rearrange my
- but I don't mind
nat . at all, And the's
•verseas, too. I've got to think
f that." s,.. -
But 1.ietzke first must find
lie club that enabled him to
teat veteran Gene Littler on
the fourth hole of sudden death
late Sunday afternoon and
earn a 640,000 first prize. It's
his putter, the one that stroked.
in a dramatic 65-foot birdie
putt, easiTY the longest 'win-
ning putt that has been failed
in any tour event in a decade.
"I don't even know if I got
my ,putter back," he said. "I
really don't. ',don't know what
I did with it, where it is. I've
got to find my putter."
"I didn't see it go in, but I
heard the crowd reaction. I
went crazy. My mind went
blank," said Lietzke,. still
trembling with emotion more
than a half hour after he'd
won.
Ironicall, the cross-country
putt he holed for the winner
came on .the 18th at the 7,305-
\yard Tucson National Golf
Club. From almost exactly the
same position on the . same
hole one-half hdlir earlier,
Lietzke had three-putted for
bogey, missing a five-foot
second putt that set up . the
plassoff with the 46-year-old
Littler.
unselfish: It's a mortal sin.
He's so taOnted, he has to
score more points."
Ellis, -shut out in the first
half; scored 12 points after
intermission to help the
Warriors pull away from . a
close 31-26 halftime lead. His
performance abetted the
game-high point total of 27 by
Butch Lee.
The Marquette-Notre Dame
game was one or two Sunday
involving ranked teams. In a
contest Sunday night, the
third-ranked Cincinnati
Bearcats defeated the St.
Louis Bakens 54-52 as. Mike
Jones and Eddie Lee scored
fourpoints apiece in the-finat
six minutes.
In college basketball games
bfi Saturday, top-ranked San
Francisco blasted Los
Angeles-Loyola 90-63; No. 2
Kentucky defeated Auburn 75-
68; No. 4 Alabama whipped
Mississippi -State 65153; No. 5
North Carolina defeated Duke
77-68; No. 6 Michigan routed
Michigan State 83-70; No. 7
Wake- Forest edged -1.46: 17
Clemson 84-82; Purdue upset
No. s 9 Minnesota 66-64 in
overtime, and Texas-El Paso
shocked No. 10 Arizona 60-59.
Also, No. 12 UCLA outscored
Stanford 100-86; No. 13
Louisville walloped Marshall
104-85; 14th-ranked Maryland
tripped Navy 62-54; 15th-rated
Pr-ov id-e-nce..- Ira mme-red"
Hawaii 94-76; No. 16 Arkansas
walloped Rice 72-4,5; 18th.
ranked Memphis State
stopped Florida State 81-75,
and Washington State upset
No. 20 Oregon 49-45:
Bill Cartwright and Marlon
Redmond each scored...II--
points to power San Francisco
over Los Angeles Loyola, the
Dons' 19th straight victory
this season. San Francisco
Went on a 12-0 streak late in
the first half to put the game
out of reach.
Jack Givens scored three
key baskets in the final six
minutes to spark Kentucky
over Auburn. Givens, who had
a game-high 20 points and 13
rebounds, got the clutch points
when-the- -.Wddcats shier ed.
down their offense after 
leading 66=6 i2-Tvith-6-:43 left in
the game.
An alert defense and a 22'
point performance by Reggie
.King helped Alabama beat
Mississippi State. Tommy La,
Garde's 22 points and 10
rebounds led North Carolina
over Duke. The Tar Heels,
who led 30-17 and then 43-32 at
-the half, had to turn back a
late rally by the Blue
Michigan whipped Michigan
State as Phil Hubbard scored
20 points and Joel Thompson
18. The Wolverines built a 52-
30 lead at the half.
Wake Forest defeated
Clemson on Rod Griffin's
jump shot with one second
remaining. Two free throws
by Wayne Walls with 2:38 left
in overtime snapped a 59-59 tie
and triggered Purdue past
Minnesota. The triumph was
the third straight -overtime
victory for the Boilermakers
over the Gophers'. dating back- -
to last season, and spoiled an-
unbeaten year for Minnesota.
The Gophers had won II
games before Saturday's loss. .
Charles Draper's two free
throws with seven seconds left.
lifted • Texas-El Paso over
Arizona. Marques Johnson's
27. points and. 14 rebounds
paced UCLA over Stanford.
Phillip Bond and Darrell
Griffith 1CO'ctr 6.17741irst-half
spurt that started Louisville
over error-plagued Marshall.
.Lawrence Boston and. Steve -
Sheppard combined for 39
points, leading Maryland over
Navy. Joe -Hassett scored a
careet-Itigh 31 --points as
Pro-vide-neg. beet.: Hawaii.
Sidney Moncreif's 22 points
led Arkansas over Rice. John
Washington and James-
Bradley combined for 41
points and 26 rebounds to lead
Memphis State past Florida
State. Stuart House scored 15
points and Harold Rhodes had






participated in the Kentucky-
West Virginia Tri-Star Op-
timist Basketball Contest
Saturday at Valley High in -
Louisville.
Allen-McClard, a 10-year- old -
from North Calloway, won
first place in his division. - -
Donna Rousse, a 12-year-old
from Murray Middle, won
first place in her division.
Jana Washer, a 13-year-old
from Murray Middle, was
-secohd in her division. -
The three also attended the
Louisville-Marshall basket-


















Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
It will be ole alflhe way . leisurely or spirited to suit
you/ mood crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
for pros ... kiddy pool and play area game room -
shuffleboard oceanfront dining room cocktail lounge
plus many nearby attractions
ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the on
decor. ._luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
private balconies, Color TV Expertly managidAy_vacation-...
- -veterans to give our-guests the test of care
Major Credit Cards accepted
(
ilkelLiStYLCO INN • ,
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-Pork Producers To Meet
The annual meeting of the
Kentucky Pork Producers
Association Will be held on
Saturday, Jan. 22, - at the
Executive Inn-hi leouisville.
A variety of topics im-
portant to the pork producing
industry will be aired at the
meeting, the program to start.
at 10 a. m.
1V1a-c-k- WTfiteker,- swine
specialist of the University of
Kentucky_ College of
Agriculture, Will be the
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 2 Above
1 Brick-carry- 3 Hate
ing device 4 Skidded
4 Twirl 5 Metal
' -8 Spar fastener
12 Hail. 6 Put in
7 In want13 Boundary
1 4 ExchangeSuperiority
orem..4 in compel--
f5 Soak- ""916 Having no Mohammedan
tooting
18 Walk on l0-Pose for
-eo iPrerpsrehtr_ vi




22 Attempt 19 Three-toed 32 Musical en-
21 M,ti.mmedatr S-- -- tvlainmcril





































24 Parent Icot- cattle
log) 36 Chinese
25 Roman road distance
26 Paper. measure
-measure 37 Make cer
2 7 Nip lain
28 Winglike'- 38 EntertaIni...
29 Male • 40 Go in




moderator of the program..
Some of the topics on the
agenda will include the effect
of environment on the per-
formance of young • pigs,-the,
general -heid health
management, the outlook for
the hog industry, the import of
larger scale swine operations
and waste handling systerns.
• ")nriis-Liptrap, inother-UK-
swine sgecialist, is the overall
coordinatne of the. Met_4118-•
George Pettit, a swine



























producer from Princeton and
the current president of the
association, will preside at .a
business session for
, association members at 3 -p.
rn., when an election of of-
ficers for the new year will be
conducted.
A banquet Saturday night
.will be highlighted by the
-Presentation of the 1977
Kentucky Pork Queen, the
designation of the Kentucky
Pork Cook-Out Kingdierid the
naming of the "Kentucky
Pork All-American."
A special service award will
be presented and the 10 out-
standing area pork producers



























Its R. lath. 753-0035
Free Parking At Rear Door
-MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who hove not
received their home, delivered
copy of The Murray ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p rn Monday
Friday or by 330 p m. on Satur-
days Ore urged to call 753-1916
between 3,30 p. m. and 6 p. m.,
Mandy-Friday, or 3:30 p. m.
-oni4-p,ieL-Sotiordo,4.-iostent
delivery of the newspaper. Cells
must be placed by 6 p. m. week-
days or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
9,:arontee delivery.
Instructori for the Spring Safe Boating and Seamanship
Course to be offered by the Murray-Kenlake FlOtilla 27-5
of the U. S.' Coast Guard starting Tuesday, January 18,
are, left to right, Jim Byrn, Dot Byrn, Neal Mason, Dot
Mason, Castle _Parker, Riley KAY, Nancy SchemPP,
George Belsworth, Shirley Johnson, and Bob Johnson.
RegistratiOn will be at 6:45 p. m. Tuesday at the Carr
Health Building, Murray State University and classes will
be held on Tuesdays from 7:00 (o900 p. m. for four-
teen weeks. Persons may take the course for two hours
of University c_re_ds Recreation 500. Regist;148,and
textbook fee is S-5.ftiper person sCith a reduced charge
i or each 'additional family member
Nader's Air Bag 4
Fails To Work
- - -NEW YORK rAP) - When
'consumer advocate Ralph -
Nader paid a visit to "NBC
Saturday Night," it .was
supposed to be all fun and
games. But before the show
got as far as the first com-
mercial, he had discovered a
._ _defective ante airbag. '
In one -of the first comedy
s, Tira&f, the guest
-. host, was supposed to em-
brac'e Laraine Newman, one
of the show's regulars, and
whisper a veiled suggestion:















DIANA, THE HO5TA5E (ANO Ja70-KA4'ATE
.1.1tT PE-6REE atAcx BELT)...ANP THE
I TERROR/5T-
LI'L ABNER
- _I 1.E.ilfillIF-Q..7•IAT I 6E1.-wwww‘







THE OLDER HE GETS
THE SMALLER HE GETS
v
CNLY OW MAN IN TH
WORLD KIN' DC, IT ̀'F'-




At that pTiint an airbag - a
safety feature being pushed by
some consumer forces was
supposed to balloon ' from
Nader's shirt.
The airbag had worked
perfectly in four rehearsals,
-but fizzled on the live show.
• '1 think GM .sabotaged it,"
:Nader jokeds afterward.
General Motors is the most
• famous target of Nader's
efforts for the consumer. -
The show opened -ivith
Nader in cowboy hat and
sequins, telling the audience,
"For 90 minutes tonight I'm
just_going-to cut loose_ I'm
here to have fun. I'm Ralph
Nader, Mr. Goodtime."
Earlier, he had told the crew
Mat the makeup they wanted
-tcrptlt tfiTillrfatre-'-ffelf0Therl-
red dye No. 2 and can cause
cancer."
On the way to wardrobe,
Nader informed a cast
member that the frankfurter
he was eating might contain
rodent hairs and rat ex-
Crefilent.
Theweamethettrbrig-snafr- -











like to invite all
her friends. and
custoroers to call
her for on op-.




Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 730-T1:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at
home. Call if needed 753-
FIGURE SALON,
Dixieland Center. Call




IF YOU WOULD like to
know what G&1 plan Is
7.7 for you and Yid-believe
the Holy Bible is God's
----YOITPTR-ISTEED IS our InSinred-word. Calt733-
0984 Saturdai 8 a.m.-9





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into_any size_
--Waliels low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
the audience he was _happy
-NBC-was treating- hint well
despite the fact that his
research group "has just sued
" them for $10 million for
deceptive advertising." The
camera promptly Went-out of
focus. -
1tifeder's jokes clidn't stray
far from his field. He was not
_ involye_d _ bits_ _inyolving
Puerto Rico becoming a
-Steak," TV anchorwoman
"Baba Wawa" (a parody of
Barbara Walters,) televised
executions or a sultry
description of Rosalynn
Carter's anatomy.
After the show, Nader said
there was no reason he
shouldn't take part in comedy.
"Humor is everybody's bir-
thright," he said.
He said he would do it again.
"but only after corporate
executives do it first."
entourage headed out for a
party, Nader was still at his
dressing room door, talking
not with grsoppies but  wAti
parents and their youngsters
seeking information on how to
join his consumer
organization.
SAN ANTONIO - Airman
James S. Meadows, son of Mr.
and Mrs, James E. Meadows
4730 Fairlane Drive, Murray,
has been assigned to Chanute
AFB, Ill. , after completing Air
Force basic training.
--nriing the six- :Weeks
training at LaCkland AFB,
Tex., the airman studied the
Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations. ,
Airmail Meadows will now
receive specialized training in
thearehicle maintenance field.
He is a 1975 graduate of
Murray High School.
Only 52 per cent of eligible
-13ters cast their ballots in the
1972 presidential election.
The tat gest flood disaster on
reCord in the United States was
. the Galveston tidal wave of
Sept. It 8, 1900; in which 6,000
,people were killed, reports the.
National Safety Council:
FOR--FREE OIL and





you to bring your
Volkswagon, Porsche,
or Audi in for prompt
and ,,courteous-service. -






, Used furniture, antique























Care . . . . 753-6622
Poison Control . 753-1588
Senior Citizens . 153-0929
Needline . 753-NEED










Roams sok & fast with
Gabes' Tablets & E-Vo.
toe pie! Nolland Day,





easyl _ Send self-
addr



















' Call 527-1315 or 4144854. •
WOULD LIKE to buy, 30,
40 or 55 gallon
aquarium. Call 767-4383.
WANTED To BUY old
comic books. Good
- prices. Prefer stacks
• Call 7519829.





: galore! Box 1824,
Cleveland, Otifb-44/067--
WORK. AT HOME in
spare time earn $250.00
per 1000 stuffing en-




P. 0'. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.
91AMIYA C 330 camera,
normal and wide angle -




Call 43-3229 after 5 p.m.
PENTA1 TREATED





- -interviewing -college -
grads-for position- 1n







anything like it," say
users of Blue Lustre
carpet cleaner. Rent
--eleotsie-shampooer. Big-.
companyi Bel Aire Sho ing ) 
itrarning in a as, Tex. enter.
Must be hard working,
aggressive, enjoy'
working_ with_ people,-
Fon • interview op-
portunity send resume





Part Time at home. Age
and Education nc
barrier. Send self ad-
dressed stamped en-
velope. King, Box 233








requested to check the
l,rst irrsertron of ods for
correction This
r-iewspoper will be
responsible for , onfi
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR 5H9ULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO. PLEASE CHECK •
YOUR AD CAREFUL( Y
AND NOTIFY US Pkoki-












ssubmitted by 12 nociri






'E rErn tvat.on al ATIlanntar 
erdh 17 year record of success
ad BILLiON dollar rnduSiry













Men or Women, full or





• POO (43 559b 'toff free
ahyllrol, or Send Name_
. Addles, amyl Teieononie
Number to
WELCO 11,4C





Repair work, new con-
struction and
reroofing. Approved
by major roofing -
manufacturers. Conta-












_ ANAILABI-E NOW.-1. -
Urethane foam. All -
sizes, all densities. Cut
- to your specs.-West Ky.




$15.00 a rick for green.
$12.50 for seasoned. Call
753-4304 or 753-9871.
SALE + CHAINSAW
-chains, V" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 29"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Term. •
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service,- 500 Maple





FOR SALE - zig • zag ,
sewing machine. Full
cash price, , $30. Call
Lakewood, _1-354-8619 ,
19 Farm Equlpment
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new ste4
building, grain cleanef
or new spray equipment
for spring. • Agri-




Corn head and grain
table Call 753-1775.
11 FOOrt' Chisel plow,
excellent condition. Call
489-2557.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
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20 Sports Equipment
11173 20 FOOT Madill' ski
barge. 500 Mercury
motor and trailer, $1800..
Topper for short wheel
base pickup, panelled




Organs, Kimball - and















27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
Two bedrooms, 1 and 3‘4
. baths, all electric. Call
753-4:54/1 after -5 p.m.
1973 12 z 60 Criterion,
fully furnished, and
carpeted. Call 753-5807.
1974 ATLANTIC on 1 acre
lot in front of East
Elementary School. Call
753-1775.
29. Mobile Hume Rentals
FOR RENT - large
mobile home on lake.
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. 13:ness Renta:s
)? A;)-rtme"t fur riert
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished apartment, close -
to campus. Call 753-8742.
FURNISHED APART-




apartment for three to
five girls, near
s, University. Call .753-
0669.
20 x 60, 808 CHESTNUT
-Northside Shopping
Center- Call 753-0425 or
753-7527.
1 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT as soon
as possible in Murray
area. Two bedroom





made any size for an- LAND SUITED FOR croptique beds or campers. production conventionalBuy direct and save on or .no-till. Experiencedall - mattresses, farmers with the
Healthopedic 'or :foam. equipment for timely
WEST KY. MATTRE_SS, plantinkandharvesting.1136 South 3rd, Paducah,--,- Storage...-aad 7 -dryingPhone 1-493-7323. . • facilities to avoid
moisture dock. Terms26. TV-Radio
LLOYDS 100 WAITS
FM 8 track solid state
stereo, with G. E. tur-
ntable. $125 or best
offer. Call 753-4029.
2/. Mobile Home Sales
1966 PATRITION II
MOBILE HOME, 50 x
12. ltz baths, electric
and gas heat. Washer,
eye level oven. $2100.
Call 753-8668 or 753-4757.
negotiable. Call 753-4003
or 753-5107.
32. Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY APART-
MENT, partial utilities
paid. 'Prefer girls: Cat
753-9741.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT in New Concord.
PA _a month, Call-436--
2427.
NOTICE TO TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS
IN
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
As a result of an increase of local calling scope in
the Murray, Kentucky exchange and in accordance
with the statewide rate schedule approved by the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, the South
Central Bell Telephone Company will put into effect
the following rates for local exchange telephone ser-
vice to be effective with the billing date on and after
February 4, 1977.
These rates are subject to applicable Federal and




















555 acres more or less, approx. 300 acres open, fenced
and cross-fenced, ponds, 3 barns, grain bins, two houses,
each features 3 bedrooms, kitchen, bath, etc., two 18 x 60
silos, equipment shed. Terms and financing available. A
pleasure to show. Allow us to show you this farm. We are
equipped with four-wheel drive vehicles for your con-
venience. Priced at $280,000.00. Located in Henry Coun-







G Whitfield presents a
GOSPEL SINGING
Saturday, Jan. 22, 8 p.m.
,it thi
Calloway Co. High School Gym
featuring
The Hinsons - Florida Box%
Dixie Ec hoes
I Tickets on sole now in main lobby of bothdowntown banks.
Children 2.00 advance, 2.00 at the door, Adult -
.s.50 advance, 4.00 at the door.
Sponsored By Fraternal Order of Police
FURNISHED APART-
MENT - large •
basement apartment.
One bedroom, fireplace,
furnished. $120 per '1.1-4EY ALSO HAVE KtEP-OFF THE -
month. Bills paid. Call 61:ZASS SIG145. 140 OWE PAY5 ANY
753-9612 or 753-3188 ATTE1.11101s1 TO THEM EITHER."
evenings. - -
/-/7
33 Rooms For Rent
RO9MS FOR RENT ta
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34 Houses For Rent
• •
FOUR ROOM HOUSE
with bath. Has 2
bedrooms, refrigerator
and stove. Call before 11
or after 8. $90 per month.
Phone 436-2166.
ONE BEDROOM tiousE in
Hazel. Couples only.
Call 492-8746.
36. For Rent Of Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.'
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
GROCERY- STORE' and




FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
7534881 •
BETTER MEAT for less
money. Corn fed steers
and hogs for slaughter. .
Call 753-9390. '
EIGHT PIGS for sale.
Nice. $30 each. Call 489-
2456, Herman C. Witty.
TWENTY PIGS. Call 492-
8360 after 5 p.m.
HAVE AN OLDER horse
that needs a loving





from stock. Now being
shown. Call 753-0672
nights.








COZY COMFORT is the
word for this attractive
three bedroom brick
veneer home on wooded
corner lot in Westwood
Subdivision. City water
and sewer, 2 baths, all
built-ins in kitchen,
central heat and air,
patio, 2 car garage with
double concrete
driveway. New and
ready for someone to
move right in. You will
love the - up-to-the-
minute appointments.







homes up to the 20's.
- " Come by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the
post office or call 753-
3263.
FOR RENT OR SAL: 8
cc:Tin house, 3 bedroom,
central heat and air,
miles from Murray on
641. Call 753-5618.
• ti•
43 Real Estate 47. Motorcvcles
TWO ACRES OF tent "YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
east of Almo on blacktop Motorcycle trailer. 1975
road. Call 7534418. Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
APPROXIMATELY 112
acres located on Ky. 280
near the TVA Wildcat
Creek recreation area.
Property is on• both- sides
of the road with a long







Main St., 753-0101 or
Brice Ratterree, 753-
5921.
NEW LISTING ... Good
home at a bin price.--
Homt is . well- ,
construCted ,and in-
sulated, has 2 bedrooms,
bath, livign room and
-1-itacen. Located on
quiet street in nice
neighborhood. Also,
otItside storage building.
Priced at only $12,750.
Don't delay, call . us




A LOT FOR your money
in this 3 bedroom home
reoently redecorated
inside and out. New
Appliances, abundant
storage areas, and extra
lot: All this for $19,500.
Phone us at KOP-
P.ERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-





Estate, 105 N. 12th, 753-
8080 or call any of our
salespeople: Reuben
Moody, 753-9036; Homer






N. IN. HIGH trail mini
bike. Great Christmas
Gift. Good price. Call
753-7327.








- 50,000 miles. $1515.00.
Call 767-4793, • •
1974 V. W. Super Beetle,
50,000 miles. $1700. Call
7534105.




1974 MARK TV. Red with
white top $5495. Call
753-4445.
FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. ALso have 1958
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished'
body, $600. If interested
call 753-6564.
49. Used Cars & Tricks
1972 DODGE Colt, 4 cyl.
automatic, •-2 dr. h.t.,




1969 FbRD 360 automatic
ne% niud and snow tires.
See at Murray Motel,
Room t! Priced $350.00
-; for quick sale.
197Z CAMARO, AM
stereo: Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 34








bank gravel. Call 436-
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.





....Cali 753-b190__ - 
UPHOLSTERING
custom and specializing











Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
_ FIREWOOD:. 4;LT -
• order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
1973 BUICF. ELECTRA, 4
door, hardtop, AM-FM -
stereo, tilt, cruise,










South 12th at Sycsmore
TELEPHONE 753-1651
46 Homes For Sale
BIG HOUSE for family,














1965 MER(. t 11Y. Power,
brakes, steering, new
tires. $125 Dune Buggy,
289 Engirt. automatic
transintston. Best
offer. Headache rack for
semi. $50. • A1753-0085
1963 FORD customized
van, ma.: wheels, 8 •
track stere,, Must see to
appreciate Call 492-
8441.
We are in the booming automotive parts after.
market. No selling-we supply the acco.Lnts. Up to
$25J)._wee_kly part time. Up to $750 or more full
time. $2,995 investment for inventor:. .For in-
formation write enclosing phone number and ad-
dress to: WAYCO CORPORATION. :5 Fulton




3-fl & 11-7 shifts in Coronary Care & Crtical Care
Areas. Salaries comparable - to other Medical
Facilities 'in area. Excellent frin,e benefit
program. CotItact Director of Nursing Jennie. Stuart
Memorial Hospitgl 502-1186-522T Ext. 609, Napkin-








WILL DO inside or out-




by Sears save on these .
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
WILL DO babysitting in
my home. Call 753-8552.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
tree estimates for your
needs:
GUTTERING BY
SEARS, Sears seangesS -
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass




-14C EN-SE D - E E C • -
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job




work needs call John
_ Lane. Phone 253-8669-or
436-2586
11(11 1 ),(11 11(1(1 I #1111
Bankroll Card
Punched This Week





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429.'
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,


















carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
51 Sets es OffAred
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
- dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co., iliaute 3,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.













FOR SALE - Timothy
hay. Call 435-4132.
-  _












a-good pet. Call 7s.3-0363.
SIX MONTH part Ger-
man Shepherd. Well
trained. House broken,
has shots, very af-
fectionate. Call 7534862.
Attention
the Citizens of the
City of Murray:
The City of Murray is going to have a BRUSH
pickup starting January 17 - March 18 of 1977.
This is a BRUSH pickup only! Belaw is a set of
rules that wig be followed to insure that your
brush will be picked up:
Brush and tree trimmings must be cut and
placed within 10' of the edge of street with butt
ends facing the street. Brush must be no larger
than 4-at biitt ends and 8' in length. Brush can -
-not -be-pieked-up-if VineS-,-briarswirelumber, nr
other foreign objects are mixed in with brush.
Mous dip, ease, .Id abide by less rodeirtiees.
• Do Not Call The Office
We will not make special trips anywhere.
Signed






0 • • •
_ _Fire _ _
753-1441
_
0 ' -it (I 1.A. s ervi CI e
I This alphabetized page will run. weekl? - clip-ii from





































,....vf. cart do Lapehart-





Silver Fish & Shrubs
Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control










tial, . industrial , Si
Refrigeration




















































NOVI*, eemdest, ewe, 6.-.Of ,
power end concrete feels wed
etc.
-753-5703
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Funeral Sunday Services Sunday
For Mr. Alton At Local Chapel
The funeral services for
Eugene Alton, Sr., of 505 South
Seventh Street, Murray, were
held Sunday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Pale and the Rev. Jerrell
White officiating. The 'song
1ervice was by singers led by
-lobby Stubblefield.
Pallbearers were James,
Kerry, Danny, and Donnie
Williams, Tony Jones, and
Jinony Gills. Interment was
in the MuriaY City Cemetery.
Mr, Alton, age 59, died
Thursday at 10:45 p. m. in the
Cardiac Unit of the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was an arrny,yeteran of World
War II, a retired employee of
The Murray. Div iaioir of the
iappan Company, and" .a.
member of the New Concord
Church of Christ. His parents
were the late Dave and Era
- Hart Alton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Louise Williams Alton, to
Thith—ont he was married Oc-
tober 20, 1940; one son,
Eugene, Jr., his wife, Kathy,
and two grandchildren,
- Vincent and Laura Alton,
Murray Route Five; two
sisters, Mrs. Ralph (Polly)
Jones, Mayfield Route One,
and Mrs. Anna Huie,
Louisville; three brothers,
Hugh, Santa Rosa, Calif.,
Paul, Warren, Mich., and
Harold, Detroit, Mich.
 _Ivy_ ilar.4 Zies_At_
Hospital; Funeral
Services Tuesday
Ivy Bucy, age 74, a resident
of Route One, Puryear, Tenn.,
died Sunday at 6:30 p. m.„at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
He was a retired farmer and
a member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Mr. Bucy was the last
one of the ten children of the
late Dee Bucy -and Laura
Smith Bucy. He was born May
22, 1902, in Henry County,
Tenn.
Mr. Bucy is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Sadie Key Bucy, to
whom he was married in 1931
and Several nieces and
nephews in Calloway County
and Henry County.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with
burial to follow in the
Puryear, . Tenn., Cemetery.




Locket F. Mangrum, for-
merly of Graves County, died
January 11 in Las Vegas,
Nev., at the age of 57.
Survivors are his one son,
Steven Mangrum, and two
daughters, Mrs. Saundra Lane
and Miss Janet Mangrum, all
of Nashville, Tenn.; mother,
Mrs. Annie M. Cross,
Mayfield; one brother, Hoyt
Mangrum, Farmington; one
_grandchild—
• The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
- James Tharp officiating:
Serving as pallbearers are
Rodney Newsome, Earl
Murphy, A. L. Evans, Porter
Mangrum, Charlie Franklin,
and John Galloway. Burial
will be in the Farmington
Cemetery?.
For Mr. Dowdy
Funeral services for Ed-
ward Dowdy of Murray Route
Five were held Sunday at
three p. m. at the chapel of the,
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating and Carol
Sloan and Ruth Ann Taylor
providing the song and music
service.
Grandsons serving as
pallbearers were Greg, Keith,
and John Dowdy, Wade
Barrow, Howell Beane, and
Darrell Robertson. Burial was
in the Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Dowdy, age 77, died
Friday at 7:30 a. in. at the
Murray-Calloway, Hospital.
He was a retired farmer and was a member 
of Lynn
Grove_ .United Methodistthe son of the late Richard'
Reuben Dowdy and vbIrrtha
Church. Born July 20, 1893, in! 
Dowdy. Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late JamesHe is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Audie Bolen Dowdy, to 
Irvan May-field and Laura
whom he was married March 
Wilson Mayfield.
-10, 4923; .14.daughters. 
  mr)orie _her. _son?
Carrol Martin Rogers, his13enny (Magdaline) Collie, 
Murray, Mrs Truman 
wife, Martha Jo, and four. 
g(Kathleen ) Beane and 
Mrs.randchildren, Mrs. Debbie
Ray (Juanita) Barrow. 
Doran, Steve, Terry, and
,
Murray Route Five, Miss 
David Rogers, Murray Route
Gladys Dowdy, Indianapolis, 
One; four sisters, Mrs. Robbie
(Ind., and Mrs. Gayle (Velera ) 
Wilson and Mrs. Homer Iva )
Finney, Hazel Route Two; 
Cohoon, Murray, Mrs. Lucille
four sons, R. L., Murray Route 
Hudson and Mrs. Myrtle
Five, George, Murray Route 
Hamrick, Houston, Texas;
Four, Bob, Hazel, and James, 
one_prbther„ J. I. Mayfield,
U. S. Armief.stationed at 
Houston,' Texas.
Germany; sitter, Mrs. Leo
(Eunice) Ryckert, Benton; Garland Wadkins
nineTeen gran-a-Children; 
seven great grandchildren. Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Here . Final Rites Today
For Otis Magness Garland Wadkins of 605
The funeral for Otis
Magness of Mayfield, former
resident of Farmer Avenue,
Murray, was held Saturday at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. R. A.
Bivens and the Rev. Clarence
Hare officiating. The music
and song service was by a trio
composed of Joe Pat James,
James V. Edwards, and Cathy
Perrin, with the latter as
pianist.
Active pallbearers were
Voris Whitlow. Jerry Smith.  J.
D. Pierce, Lewis Hord,
Charles Stallins, and David.
Magness. Honorary
pallbearers were Herman B.
Jones, Fred Stone, Billie
Miller, Dewey Parks, and R.
E„Goodgion. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Magness, age 78, a
reitred employe of the Murray
Division of the- Tappan
Company, died Thursday at
6:50 a. m. at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. He was a
member of the Calvary United
Methodist Church, Mayfield,
and the son of the late Charles
Edward Magness and Martha
Bradley Magness.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mary , McCallon
Magness, to whom he was
married May 6, 1921; one son,




-sister, Mrs: Es&ie slaughter,




The final rites for Mrs.
Herman tClara M. I Rogers
were held Saturday at 2:30 p.
m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Julian Warren and
the Rev. A. M. Thomas of-
ficiating. The music and song
service was by Gus Robert-
son, Jr., soloist, arid Richard
Jones, organist.
Pallbearerlym Howard,
James A., an Lenith Rogers,
Rob Wilson, James Cohoon,
and J. C. Lamb. Burial was in
the Salem Cemetery.
Mrs. Rogers, age 83, Wife of
Herman Rogers who died
January 11, 1976, died
Thursday at 8:30 p. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
MEET CANCELIED
The Methodist Men of the
First United Methodist
Church- has cancelled its
dinner meeting for Wed-
nesday, January 19, at 6:30 p.
m. at the church, according to
Stan Key, president.
• - Ellis Drive, Murray, formerly
of the Kirksey community,
died Saturday at 7:47 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. His death at the age
of 71 followed a short illness.
Mr. Wadkins was a member
of the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene at Kirksey. He
was a retired carpenter and a
member of Carpenters Union
Local No. 1734. Born August 6,
1905, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Joseph
Wadkins. and . Ida Anglin
Wadkins.
The _sAuTivors innlode .his
wife, Mrs. Bessie Enoch
Wadkins, to whom, he was
married May 1, 1937; three
daughters, Mrs. Donald (Jo
Nell) Mohler, Maceo, Mrs.
Clara Tucker, Murray Route
Eight, and Mrs. Doyle (Jane
Ann) Pierce, Murray Route
Two; three sisters, Mrs.
Connie Newsome and Mrs.
Obera Newsome, Mayfieltr
Route.Five, Colo community,
and Mrs. Moyle Cutshall,
Greenville, Tenn.; three
brothers, Clarence, Paducah,
Ira, Kirksey, and Fred,
Wingo; nine grandchildren;
three great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with the Rev. Paul
Dailey and the Rev. Charles
Yancey officiating and Mrs.





Tucker, Sammy Tucker, and
Jeffrey Pierce. Burial will be
in the Xirksey Cemetery.
THINK ABOUT IT!
By Kenny Imes
In the building boom of office buildings, banks, ball
Darks, stadiums, and civic buildings, seen almost '
everywhere, a certain taken-for-granted type of
building receives comparatively little prominence.
Yet, this type of building does more than any of the
others to strengthen the foundations of our culture.
Dwight D. Eisenhower gives tribute to these
buildings in„,these words: "History records how the
living ideas of civilizatiun were saved and nourished
behind a wall of books. Our libraries today serve the
same cause, for the defenders of freedom must remain •
strong in mind and heart. From the famous
metropolitan libraries of America to the modest book-
mobiles that serve mu. rural, areas, books guard the
wisdom of the past' andkindle the ideas of tomorrow."
Would it not be a good idea for more of us to make a
visit to the place where history comes to life arhidst thy
birth of new ideas - and express a sincere '1Thank you"
to the\ dediOted librarians who help make it
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411
we.. ••••••• - •
Mrs. Campbell Dies
Early This Morning
Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. John (Edna
Estelle) Campbell, niece ISf




Mrs. Dewey (Hazel Myrtle.).
Brann of Dresden, Tenn.,
mother of Mrs. Sam
(Willadean) Rodgers of
Murray, died Saturday at the
West:View Nursing Home,
Murray.
She was 79 years of age and
a member of the Church of
Christ at Dresden, Tenn. Born
December 29, 1897, she was
the daughter of the late
William R. Reed and Lucie
Ann Westbrook Reed.
Mrs. Brann is survived by




IVItirray: and Mrs. -T,oliise
Elliotti. Nashville, Tenn.', one
son, Milfred Brann, Tulsa,
Okla.; four grandchildren;
seven great grandchildren.
The funeral was held this
morning at 10:30 at the chapel
of_ the., AleAander Funeral
Home, Dresden, Tenn., with
Bro. Charles Leonard and
Bro. Garvin Brundige of-




Mrs. Russell ( Pauline
Coles) Barrow .died Wed-
nesday, January 5, at South
McCombs Hospital, Warren,
She was 67 years of age and
was the sister-in-law of Mrs.
Anna Parker of 219 Woodiawn,
Murray, who has returned to
Murray after going to Warren
to be with her brother and
family prior to the death of
Mrs. Barrow.
Mrs. Barrow is survived by
her husband, Russell Barrow,
one son, Charles Barrow, and,
two grandchildren, Chuckie
and Tina, all of Warren,
Mich., and several sisters and
brothers.
Funeral services were held
, at the Sawyer-Fuller Funeral
Home, Berkley, Mich., with
burial in the Roselawn Park
Cemetery at Berkley-
•
stayed rigid. He Spoke to his
uncle privately and to Moody,
then Schiller and Stanger, who
hugged him around the neck.
The warden then read a
legal order. Gilmore ,Ikked
directly at the warden without
-quivering.
•'Gary looked up for an
extended period of time and




'opfieSt, a "doctor and several
other prison employes placed
a hood over Gilmore's head.
He was wearing tennis shoes.
-He did not move when the
-hood was placed over him,"
Schiller said. "We mold- nor
hear anything that was being
said.
"All the prison personnel
moved away. Father Thomas
Mearsman gave some rites to
Gilmore- before the was
placed over-his head.
"A circular target was
placed on Gilmore's t-shirt. I
think I saw the warden give
the signal out of the corner of
my eye. I heard three noises in
quick rapid- suogission- —
bang, bang, bang. ws body
moved. His head turned
slightly to the left ... Then
slowly red blood emerged
Itben" under the-black t-shirt




Openings are still available
in the Small Engine Repair
course to start Tuesday,
January 18, at 6:30 p. m. in the
Trade and Industrial
Department of The Murray
Vocational Education Center,
according to James Lawson,
school principal.
The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday
evenings from 6:30 to 9:30 p.
m. for six weeks with Bruce
Shaeffer as the instructor for
the class. Registration fee is
$5.00 and the textbook will be
approximately $7.50.
Lawson said the -fun-
damentals of small engine
repair will be taught with
actual work to be done on lawn
mowers, tillers, etc. 
The class on Auto Body Spot
-Repair will open tonight with
Dan Harrell as the instructor.
Elrod To
Be Installed
Leonard Elrod, a member of
the McCracken County Board
of Education, will be inOalled
as chairman of the I'irst
Region of the Kentucky School
Boards Association ( KSBA
during the annual KSBAwho died this morning at 12:30 Convention to J:le held at-at the Beaumont Hospital,. Bluegrass Convention Center!loyal Oak, Mich. in Louisville on January 22-24.Mrs,. Campbell was the —Elrod was elected chairmandaughter of the late J. H. 'of- the First Region last Oc-Shankle, Sr., and Jennie tober in the annual meeting ofShultz ShankIe of Mayfield. the area school boards.She was a.member of the First As regional ' chairman.-Baptist Church at Royal Oak. Elrod- will be a member of theSurvivors include her KSBA Board of Directors, thehusband, John Campbell, governing body of theRoyal Oak, Mich.; two Association.'
daughters, Mrs. Ed June)( 
Lyle, Berkley, Mich., and Ly
Mrs. Pat (Ann) Kelley, Royal
Oak, Mich. two sisters, Mrs.
Frank Canter and Mrs. Jody
McClure, Mayfield; one
brother, John Shankle, Jr.,
Reidland; seven gran.d-
children, Bob, Rex, David,
air' Linda Lyle, and Kerry,
Tricia, and Kathy Kelley.
Funeral arrangements a e
incomplete but the Saivye
Fuller Funeral Home
Berkley, Mich., will haie





Farmer Class will hold its first
class meeting of the season on
Tuesday, January 18, at 7:00
p. m. at. Ore lurary
Vocational Center.
Jamie Potts', teacher of
adult vocational agriculture,
said the class was scheduled
to stint last week, but was
postponed due to the ice and
snow.
Schiller, - a promotor who
has rights to Gilmore's life
story, added, The body still
had movement for ap-
proximately 15 to 20 seconds."
. He said that as he left the
execution site, the stretcher to
remove Gilmore's_bod_y was
coming forward and no one
looked back.
"Gilinore seemed aware of
everything that was going
on," Schiller said.
A screen was aproximately
30 feet in front of Gilmore.
Behind' it were the five
riflemen, orre of whom
traditionally has a rifle loaded
with blanks so none is certain
that he fires a fatal bullet.
He did not put up any kind
of -a fuss or argument ,W my
knowledge," Schiller -said of
.Gilmore. He said Gilmore did
not try to reject the black
hood, though he had asked
earlier not to have a hood.
He said he thought Gilmore
was "very satisfied" that he
was allowed to be "for an
extended period of time in that
room without -h- rifig-tM hood
over his eyes.".
Shortly after the appeals
court ruling in Denver,
American , Civil Liberties
Union lawyers in Washington
again , asked the Supreme
Court to delay the execution.
Justices Byron White and
Thurgood Marshall promptly
turned_ them down. In suc-
cession. The full court then
turned down the ACLU
request.
In overturning the order of
Judge Willis W. Ritter that the
execution be stayed, the
circuit court accepted
arguments from --the Utah
attorney general's office that
the death penalty had not been
held unconstitotional. It also
held that Gilmore had waived
his rights of appeal.
Attorneys for the ACLU
argued that the execution
would be an illegal use of And because we'work hard to keep our own costs IQW,
taxpayers' -ntehey-irrriew-tif we-don't-hesitate-to a-s-k Tro-rothers. We work with doctorsthe uncertainty over the un-
constitutionality of Utah's
death penalty.
Judge Lewis, in closing
remarks prior to deliberating,
said, "Among other people
who have rights, Mr. Gilmore
has his own. If an error is
being made and the execution
goes forward, he brought that
on himself."
There were some 35
witnesses standing behind a
yellow line about 25 feet from
Gilmore. He was calm as he
said his farewells, Schiller
said,. •
Schiller said the' warden
asked the condemned man if
he had anything to say or
words to that effect.
"Gilmore then looked up for
quite ' some -tirrie," Schiller
said and he added that he
understood Gilmore to say
"let's do it.
Gilmore did not move or
flinch or show any signs of
anxiety as the black hood was
placed over his head, Schiller
said.
He said the scene was "not
brightly lit."
Weather . . .
• . teonttnaed from Page 1)
- -He said emergencies, such
as loss of heat in homes,
should be reported to.the state
police, iiihich then would
coordinate assistance efforts
with DES personnel.
State police said there was
little, if any trouble, on the
interstates, but cautioned
motorists about secondary
roads, where "driving is
extremely hazardous."
A state police spokesman at
the Lagrange post said
several minor accidents were
reported on secondary roads
-because they're just a sheet
of ice."
exceptionally heavy. demand Plat Board said that some
throughout the seven states several ins_ulatots_ had
served by the Columbia snapped, blacking out parts of
system." the capital, including the area
The power failure near housing the governor's
'Lexington Jett- thousands of - mansion:
homes In Fayette County, The spokesman said that
Midway, Georgetown, Paris that several thousand homes
and Versailles without elec- were affected.
tricity for several hours, a Power outages were Jilso
Kentucky 1 itiiitips spciltesman reported in Oldham County
said. and Boyd County. In Boyd
The spokesman, Len Co* 4,000 homes were
Schrader, said power -was wi_ t electricity for several
• 
-restored within an hour to hours, a spokesman for the
southwest Fayette County and, Kedtucky Power Co. said. -'
Versailles. He said he ex- One of those customers was
pected the restoration of the Federal Youth Offender
power to other areas before Institution at Summit.
midnight. .
Another spsman said the
outage occurred when a car
hit a utility pole near the in-
terchange of the Bluegrass Federal State Market
Parkway and Versailles Road. JaPnarY 17. 1177
Both KU spokesman said 
Kentucky 'Furore Are, Hog Market
Repset 
they know exactly how Receipts: Ant. 1331uff 500 Barrows &
.25 higher Sows 
.50-1.00many homes were affected by lower 
the
de.°
 power loss. 1-2500-230 Ihe. 539.75-4015
few up to 40.50
cwKoieunrIlett0i etlws thin onau tonrdt he le
Portions- of Campbell, US 1-3 K13-24011at.
emPtrKeicneindtytluectiroynr .stsu.s42-42.0.4°210631bits.•
us I-1 masa lbs.
about three boors, officials of US 14500-B50Na.
the Owen County Electric US 24=11
Cooperative-said. 
Soars 1 .00
Officials said power was
restored by-routing-electricity
from other substations.
The temperature in the
northern Kentucky-Cincinnati
area was around 20 below at
the time of the blackout.
A spokesman for the














Gregory D. Clark, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Clark of
Route 4, Murray, has reported
for duty with the 3d Marine
Division on Okinawa.
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &





Mc.Donalds Corp. 51', -A,
Ponderosa Systems 6lunc
Kimberly Clark.. et,  4j", -4
Union Carbide, ... 58', 4-',
Wqt7Grace.. .. 77777 . . . . . 30 ttne
Teradb - -.......-.  
General Flee  54'. tin,'
GAF Corp. ... , .... ,.. .. 1INIunc
Georgia Pacific.  .35l,
Pfizer  27N -I,
Jun Walters.. 35N -l.
1•:irsch.  18,ii -i.
Disney 
Franklin Mirik.  28N
144Ormorks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
I. M. Simon Co. are as follows,
it
Indus. Av..   . ,i. -6 90
.9-1Tce  MN -li
Am. Motors 4
Ashland Oil    34. -4
.9 T.& T. .62'. uric
Ford Motor. .60l, -II
Gen. Dynamics . 52 -1.
Gen. Motors .. . 74, -4
Gen. Ilre  726', unc
Goodrich ... .. . 25's unc
Gulf Oil ... 1. 2014 -4
Pennwalt ... . .33 4'i
Quaker Oats.... ‘ . .. 33Z
Republic 
25', -4
Steel. . . 324 one
singer melt ., IV, unc
Tappan . ..... • • 404 -"II
Western Union \ 13", -4








Btue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we work very
hard to hold down our own administrative costs. As a
result of our efforts, year in and year out, we assure a
high return of dues indoi-ne to our members in the form
of health care benefits.
and hospitals to pinpoint the factors that affect the cost of
health. care and to help find ways to keep them contained.
You can help, too, by using health care services wisely.
Don't ask for admission to the hospital unless you-r doctor
says it's medically necessary. Perhaps you can get the
treatment you need on an outpatient basis. If you are
admitted, don't stay any longer than necessary.
If we all work together, we can help prevent unnecessary
increases in the cost of health care.
$250,000 Major Medical coverage now being offered.




A Reg Mark aloe Cross Assn 0, National Association of Blue Shield Plans
Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue S. d of Kentucky 9901 LinnStation Road. Louisville Kentucky 40223 Please send , without obligation.iNnafomrme ation on health care benefits and eligibility re ements
- - MLT01167
I a Blue Cross and Blue Shield member:
Address  "Certificate No 
Interested in improving my benefitsCity Z411  
CI Getting Tarried
EmPloyed by Company Name  I am interested in
• E The Nongroup Program
The Medicare Supplement Program
E Formhig an employee group
-0 ."1 he Student Program
ri.52b0,000tMaio1 Medical Coverage.
arm Bureau MeTbers Please See Your 'arm Bureau Agent
Company Address
•
